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摘 要 

 

《西遊記》位列中國四大奇書之一，自十六世紀首度出版以來，一直都是中

文圈最受歡迎的章回小說之一。歷經將近五世紀，書中的人物和故事眾所周知，

也長久深受中文讀者喜愛，可以說得上是中國文學史上經典不敗的作品。最早的

《西遊記》譯本是十八世紀出版的日文譯本，但第一本英文譯本卻到了西元 1913

年才出現。《西遊記》目前有五個主要的英文譯本，其中兩本為節譯本，首先是

英籍宣教士李提摩太的1913年譯本，然後是英籍漢學家亞瑟偉利的1942年譯本。

《西遊記》還有兩個英文全譯本，一是余國藩教授 1977 年的譯本，另一則是英

籍漢學家詹納爾 1982 年的全譯本。此外，美籍作家兼詩人大衛克狄恩重新編寫

了《西遊記》的故事，並於 1992 年出版。 

雖然有學者針對個別譯本做過研究與評析，但各譯本之間異同的比較研究卻

寥寥無幾。此研究將從《西遊記》中的韻文翻譯作為出發點，比較分析各譯者所

採用的翻譯策略，解決翻譯問題的手法，以及各譯者之間翻譯風格的異同之處，

期待經由這項研究，能夠初步了解經典中文章回小說《西遊記》翻譯成英文時，

其中韻文翻譯牽涉到的文化轉化過程，以及譯者觀點差異的影響。 

 

關鍵字: 西遊記、西遊記英譯本、翻譯研究、韻文翻譯、文化詞轉換 
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Abstract 

 

Regarded as one of the Four Great Classical Novels of Chinese Literature, Xiyouji 

has been one of the most popular Chinese novels ever since it was first published in 

the 16th Century. As many of the characters and stories from this novel have been 

known to and loved by the general Chinese readers for nearly five centuries, it can be 

said with great confidence that Xiyouji is indeed a timeless masterpiece of Chinese 

literature. The first translation of Xiyouji was into Japanese in the 18th Century; 

however, its first English translation did not appear until 1913. Two of the most 

prominent English translations of Xiyouji are abridgements, one translated by Welsh 

missionary Timothy Richard (1845-1919) and the other by British translator Arthur 

Waley (1889-1966). Two complete English translations of the entire 100 chapters of 

the novel have also been published, first by literary scholar Anthony C. Yu (1938-2015) 

and later by English sinologist W.J.F. Jenner (1940-). Last but not least, an adaptation 

retelling the story written by Armenian-American writer David Kherdian (1931-) is 

also available. Although reviews and critiques of individual translation have been 

conducted, a more concentrated comparison between the different versions is still 

necessary. This research will focus on the strategies implemented in the process of 

translating Xiyouji’s verses into English, the various techniques used to solve 

translation problems, as well as comparisons of the distinct styles among the 

translators. It is hoped that through this research, a better understanding of the 

processes of cultural transition and differences in perspectives involved in translating 

the classical Chinese novel of Xiyouji into English may be achieved. 

 

Key words: Xiyouji, Journey to the West, translation studies, texts in verse 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

 

Written by Wu Cheng’en 吳承恩 and first published in the 16th Century, Xiyouji

西遊記 is one of the most popular Chinese novels and was named one of the Four 

Great Classical Novels of Chinese Literature by Ming Dynasty scholar Feng Menglong

馮孟龍(1574-1646). For nearly five centuries, anyone with a Chinese background is 

familiar with some of the characters and stories in Xiyouji. The kind-hearted and 

determined Buddhist monk Xuanzang 玄奘, the brave and witty monkey Sun Wukong

孫悟空, the greedy and whiny pig Zhu Bajie 豬八戒, the loyal and hardworking 

man-eating monster Sha Wujing 沙悟淨, and the dragon-transformed white horse 

make up the core of this fun-filled and adventurous novel. The mission of the party is 

to journey to India and to retrieve sacred Buddhist scriptures back to China while on 

the way they must overcome various obstacles and conquer scores of monsters and 

demons. Since many of the characters and stories in Xiyouji have been known to and 

loved by the general Chinese readers for centuries, it can be claimed with great 

confidence that it is indeed a timeless masterpiece of Chinese literature. 

Best known as Journey to the West, as coined by the title of Anthony C. Yu’s 

full-length translation published in 1977, Xiyouji has quite recently attracted public 
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attention again in a BBC News report titled Journey to the West: the endlessly remade 

Chinese folk tale on April, 27, 2017. It is reported that the 1970s Japanese TV series 

Monkey 孫悟空 became a mainstay on kids TV in Britain in the 1980s and won itself a 

huge fan base. And with a plan to bring back the same level of craze, streaming site 

Netflix has now teamed up with broadcast companies in Australia and New Zealand 

to bring back a new show based on Xiyouji as a “big budget fantasy drama.”  

Although Xiyouji had always been popular in China ever since its first publication 

in the 16th Century, the international craze actually started in Japan since its first 

translation into Japanese that was completed in the 19th Century. Starting in the 

mid-20th Century, many characters and stories in Xiyouji were constantly adapted 

into numerous TV series, movies, animations, and games and so on in Japan.  

In the 1980s and 1990s, the Dragon Ball manga and its sequel Dragon Ball 

Z were among the most popular manga and animation in Japan and Asia before 

being dubbed in several territories around the world, including the United States, 

Australia, Europe, India, and Latin America. The main character Son Goku 孫悟空

who can ride a flying cloud named Kinto’un 筋斗雲 and the initial story line is mostly 

inspired by Xiyouji. Instead of Buddhist scriptures, Goku and his friends go on a 

journey in search of 7 dragon balls that can grant any wish when all seven are 

collected. The manga and animation series have been so successful that the manga 
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has gone through numerous reprints, the animation has been rerun on TV for years, 

and countless theme movies and games have been created. As these products of 

Japanese pop culture started to journey from Japan to many other parts of the world 

and even made their way back to Chinese-speaking countries, all these adaptations 

of Xiyouji continued to thrive and enjoy an ever-growing popularity. 

The characters and stories of Xiyouji are no strangers in the English speaking 

world either. There are two abridged English translations of Xiyouji, the first one is 

translated by Welsh missionary Timothy Richard and published in 1913, the other is 

by British translator Arthur Waley and published in 1942. Two complete English 

translations of the entire 100 chapters of Xiyouji are also available, first by literary 

scholar Anthony C. Yu and later by English sinologist W.J.F. Jenner, published in 1977 

and 1982, respectively. In America, the Monkey stories from Xiyouji have also 

recently been retold by David Kherdian in his Monkey—A Journey to the West 

published in 1992. Kherdian’s retelling of the stories are adapted both as a serial 

comic for adults and as a children’s story while Monkey himself showed up as a 

character in a Sesame Street TV special (Pearson, p.355). 

Almost every year in the past decade, at least one major-production film based 

on the stories of Xiyouji is released in Asia, and with the fast-developing movie 

special effects, more and more of such films are being produced. Stephen Chow's 
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Journey To The West: Conquering the Demons 西遊降魔篇(2014), its sequel Journey 

to the West: the Demons Strike Back 西遊伏妖篇(2017), and a recent release titled 

Wukong 悟空傳(2016) are just a few of the examples.  

Xiyouji or Journey to the West, the most well-known story to the Chinese, has 

also become the most famous and the most popular Chinese story worldwide. And 

as many of these endless reincarnations of the popular characters and stories of 

Xiyouji continue to be released in countries around the world and on the Internet, 

the translation of Xiyouji into English and various languages is still very much well 

and alive, and therefore, a topic worth further research.  

 

1.2 Literature Review 

 

 There are quite a few published books, articles, reviews, and research papers on 

the discussion of Xiyouji, but regarding the English translations of Xiyouji, there are 

fewer publications available. And when it comes to making comparisons between 

two or more versions of translations, such publications are simply few and far 

between. Among the available publications, most focus their discussion on one 

translator alone, even when a second translator is mentioned, he is usually used as a 

reference only. An example of this is Andrew H. Plaks, a noted American sinologist 

who specializes in the study of vernacular fictions of Ming and Qing dynasties. Plaks 
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wrote several articles introducing and commending Anthony C. Yu’s complete 

translation of Journey to the West. Whenever Arthur Waley’s abridged version is 

referred to in these articles, it is downplayed and used to emphasize the author’s 

preference for a full-translation.  

 The majority of studies on the translation of Xiyouji have been conducted in 

China. Li Pei-jia 李培甲 published in the Journal of Foreign Languages and Translation 

his research titled Studies of English Translations of Xiyouji in China: An Analytical 

Description and Suggestion. According to the chart by Li in appendix ii, between the 

years of 1980 and 2010, a total of 45 research papers focusing on Xiyouji’s English 

translations were published (Li, p.38). The papers come in various research topics 

such as the studies of individual translator, the translation of names, translation 

strategies, the transmission of culture, and studies using linguistic perspectives 

(Appendix iii).  

 Two papers are found to explore and study topics similar to this research. In 

2006, Wang Chong-qiang 王中強 conducted a research comparing the English 

translations by Arthur Waley and W.J.F. Jenner based on foreignization and 

domestication. The conclusion drawn by Wang is that Waley’s translation strategy is 

predominantly domestication, while Jenner’s methods are mostly foreignization. 

Wang’s research offers few insights and has little academic value.  
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 Later in 2009, Huang Xiao-hua 黃小花 conducted a research by comparing and 

contrasting four English translations of Xiyouji, namely those translated by Timothy 

Richard, Arthur Waley, Anthony C. Yu, and W.J.F. Jenner. Huang’s research is built on 

the frameworks of foreignization and domestication, readers’ feedback, and cultural 

translation. It investigates the variety in the translators’ strategies in translating 

polite speeches, measurements, cultural specific terms, and religious culture. In 

addition, she also provided her own views on the strengths and weaknesses of each 

translation. Her research is considered meaningful in the field of study of English 

translations of Chinese literature and is a recommended to someone who plans to 

retranslate Xiyouji into English. 

Articles that compare and contrast the various translation strategies and 

techniques implemented by different translators are quite rare. Although reviews 

and critiques of individual translation have been conducted, there is a strong need 

for a more concentrated and comprehensive comparison among the five published 

English versions of Xiyouji. This research will focus on the strategies implemented in 

the process of translating Xiyouji’s poetry into English, the various techniques used 

by the translators to solve translation problems, and the comparisons of the distinct 

styles among the translators. It is hoped that a better understanding of the processes 

of cultural transition and differences in perspectives involved may be achieved. 
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1.3 Research Method & Theory 

 

This research uses five of the most prominent English versions of Xiyouji 

available so far for text analysis of various translation strategies and techniques. 

Unfortunately, the epic story of Xiyouji in its 100 long chapters and 5 different English 

versions is too grand in scale to be thoroughly compared and analyzed, so for the 

purpose of this research, emphasis will be placed on its poetry. 

Brilliant texts in verse sporadically dot many of the chapters of Xiyouji to portray 

the current scenery, moods, atmosphere, seasons, and environments surrounding 

the characters throughout the story. Such texts are normally short but may be coded 

with many elements that often present challenge to translators. An excellent 

example of this can be found in chapter 15, where a short verse depicts the fresh 

green colors of early spring observed by Xuanzang and Sun Wukong as they travel 

through a peaceful land over the span of two months. Parts of the translations that 

are mentioned in the discussion below are changed into bold texts for easy 

recognition. 

Chart 1 

山林錦翠色，草木發青芽。梅英落盡，柳眼初開。 

You could see jade green gilding the mountain forest, and green sprouts of grass  

appearing; the plum blossoms were all fallen and the willow-leaves gently budding. 

(Yu, p.329) 

They saw mountains and forests clad in emerald brocade as plants and trees put out 

shoots of green; and when all the plum blossom had fallen, the willows started 
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coming into leaf. (Jenner, p.527) 

The mountain forest had begun to robe itself in shades of new green. The plum 

blossoms had fallen, and the willow leaves had come into bud. (Kherdian, p.128)  

 

 Skipped by Timothy Richard and Arthur Waley, these specific verses come in 

three English versions, two of which are translated by Anthony C. Yu and W.J.F. Jenner, 

and the other is rewritten by David Kherdian in his adaptation using Yu’s and Jenner’s 

translations as references. By means of careful comparison, it can be observed that 

diverse strategies are adopted by each of them. First and foremost, each version 

provides its readers with a different perspective. In Yu’s translation, the “You could 

see…” in the beginning verse interestingly places the readers in a second-person 

viewpoint, as if the readers were the characters in the story. In Jenner’s translation, 

though, “They saw…” pushes the readers away to an ordinary third-person 

perspective. And finally in Kherdian’s version, the verse is simply adapted as a part of 

the narration.  

 In addition, conjunctions and tenses in the translations also reflect the 

differences in the translators’ perception of time. In Yu’s translation, the words 

“gilding,” “appearing,” and “budding” as well as the two “and’s” combine to create a 

scene in which all the actions take place simultaneously. In Jenner’s version, when all 

the plum blossoms had fallen, symbolizing the end of winter, all the signs of spring 

started to show afterwards. In Kherdian’s version, the verbs are all in their past 
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perfect forms such as “had begun,” “had fallen,” and “had come.” Because this verse 

is used to describe the change of seasons Xuanzang and Sun Wukong witness in 

person on their journey, Kherdian’s strategy fails for the reason that the tense he 

chooses indicates that before Xuanzang and Sun Wukong arrive the scenery has 

changed. 

 There are a few minor issues in Yu’s and Jenner’s translations that have been 

overlooked by the translators themselves. In Yu’s translation, the phrase 草木 is 

translated into “grass” with the word 木 completely neglected. In contrast, Jenner 

translates the same phrase into “plants and trees” while Kherdian’s strategy is to 

ignore the plants altogether and simply represent them with “shades of new green.” 

Also, Yu’s translation of “willow-leaves gently budding” may strike a reader as 

somewhat illogical since willow leaves bud before they become leaves, not after. 

While some of the texts in verse in the story of Xiyouji are used as transitions to 

link one scene to another, like the one just discussed above, others are virtually 

indispensable components of the narrative of the story (Yu, preface). Of the 750 or 

so texts in verse scattered throughout the story of Xiyouji, all are included in Yu’s and 

Jenner’s full-length translations as a matter of course; however, 72 are translated by 

Richard, 16 by Waley, and only 5 are selected by Kherdian. Interestingly, the five texts 

in verse that Kherdian chooses to rewrite are the common denominators which are 
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included in all the other four previous versions, making these five texts perfect 

subjects for this research. By comparing and contrasting them, the respective 

strategies, techniques, and perspective of all the translators and adaptor can be 

observed and analyzed.  

To have all 750 plus texts in verse analyzed and compared would be ludicrous 

and impractical and would serve little purpose for this research as doing so would 

only reveal differences between Yu’s and Jenner’s full translations for the most part 

because Richard’s, Waley’s, and Kherdian’s versions are abridgements. It is hoped 

that through the theoretical sampling and analysis of the five texts in verse that are 

included in all five English versions of Xiyouji, a level of saturation may be reached to 

derive enough information on the variety of strategies, techniques, and perspectives 

involved in the process of creating each version (Corbin & Strauss, p.144). 

 Starting in the 1970’s, Katharina Reiss started her work on the concept of 

equivalence. Based on a diagram of Reiss’s functional text types and text varieties 

(Munday, p.73), poetry is at the extreme of expressive text type. And according to 

Reiss, the target text of an expressive text type should transfer the aesthetic and 

artistic form of the source text (Munday, p.74). In that, to reach a certain level of 

equivalence, the translation of a poem should reflect as much as possible the beauty 

of the words used by the author of the source text.  
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Diagram 2 

 

 K. Reiss’s view somewhat evolved when she collaborated with Hans Vermeer to 

further develop the skopos theory in the 1980s. The skopos theory takes into 

consideration the function and purpose of both the source text and the target text, 

which helps to determine the methods and strategies to be implemented to produce 

a functionally adequate result. In skopos theory, understanding why a source text is 

to be translated and what the function of the target text will be are crucial for the 

translator (Munday, p.79).  

 The function of a translation relies on the knowledge, expectations, values, and 

norms of its target readers. Whether the source text can be preserved or have to be 

modified in some way must be determined by taking these factors into account. An 

important advantage of skopos theory is that it allows the possibility of the same 

text being translated in different ways according to the purpose of the target text 

and the commission which is given to the translator (Munday, p.80). Reiss’s 

functional equivalence theory and Vermeer’s skopos theory can probably be used to 
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help explain why the five English versions of Xiyouji in discussion are so different in 

their own strategies when they all tell the same story. 

In chapter two, a brief background story of Xuanzang and Wu Cheng’en will be 

followed by a general introduction of Xiyouji and its various translations. The four 

translators and one adaptor who translated and adapted the story into English as 

well as examples of their own individual styles will also be included. In chapters 3 and 

4, five text excerpts from Xiyouji in the form of verse and poetry will be compared, 

analyzed, and discussed. Finally, in chapter 5, as a conclusion, ratings will be provided 

for each of the five English versions of Xiyouji based on criteria derived by the author 

of this research. 
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Chapter 2: Xiyouji and its translations 

 

2.1 Xuanzang, Wu Cheng-En, and Xiyouji 

 

In 629AD, a 28-year-old Buddhist monk named Xuanzang (602-664AD) set off on 

his pilgrimage from China to Tianzhu 天竺, or what is now India, which would last 

sixteen years. He started off from the Tang Capital of Chang’an 長安, or modern-day 

Xian, traveled through Gansu and the oasis cities around the Taklamakan Desert, 

deep into Central Asia, and then through what is now Afghanistan to India. Xuanzang 

spent many years in India, traveling from one kingdom to another, learning to read 

and write Sanskrit, collecting various Buddhist scriptures, and hoping to bring back to 

China what could unify some of the disagreements in the Buddhist belief. 

Xuanzang finally returned to Chang’an in 645AD, and with him he transported 

back hundreds of Buddhist scriptures, which he started translating without any delay. 

According to Dan Lusthaus, author of Buddhist Phenomenology (London: Curzon 

Press, 2000), Xuanzang translated 74 volumes of Buddhist sutras, which equaled to a 

total of 1,338 fascicles. Lusthaus also comments that a survey of Xuanzang’s prolific 

translations demonstrates that he was anything but a narrow sectarian and that his 

translations covered the gamut of Buddhist literature.  

Apart from his remarkable achievements in translating Buddhist scrolls, 
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Xuanzang dictated a detailed geographical description of the lands he had passed 

through on his journey, with specific references on the local residents, their 

languages as well as their beliefs. The book is called Xiyuji 西域記 in Chinese or 

Record of the Western Regions in English, which was and still is the longest and most 

comprehensive account of the countries in Central and South Asia in the early 7th 

century. In the 1850s, Xiyuji was translated into French by Stanislas Julien and was 

published commercially in small booklets and had a large readership (Chang, p.254). 

While the main purpose of Xuanzang’s journey was to obtain Buddhist books 

and receive Buddhist instruction in India, he ended up achieving much more by 

preserving the political and social aspects of the lands he visited. In the early 

twentieth century, Record of the Western Regions became a valuable guidebook to 

many of the so-called “foreign devils on the silk road” who used it as an accurate 

map to locate long lost cities and sites buried under the sand dunes of the 

Taklamakan Desert. Some archaeologists and adventurers even used the information 

in the book to gain advantage in their favor. A well-known example of this is Sir Aurel 

Stein (1862-1943), who successfully convinced the curator of the secret library of 

Dunhuang that Xuanzang was his patron saint and that the large quantities of 

thousand-year-old manuscripts within the library’s possession be handed to him for 

further studies. 
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Xuanzang’s successful feat was of immense inspiration to the entire nation, 

upon his return he was warmly welcomed by the residents of Chang’an, as well as 

government officials, and even the emperor himself. Although Xuanzang enjoyed 

great respect from emperor Tang Taizong 唐太宗 and the succeeding emperor Tang 

Gaozong 唐高宗, distinguished Buddhist leaders and monks from all sects 

throughout the nation, and of course the general public, he was dissatisfied with his 

lack of freedom after returning to China. He dedicated the last two decades of his life 

to translating Buddhist scriptures, which was his only consolation, first at Hongfu 

Temple 宏福寺 and later he relocated to Dayan Ta 大雁塔, all the while forced to stay 

in Chang’an. His petitions, first to Tang Taizong and again to Tang Gaozong, to reside 

in the Shaolin Temple near his birthplace were both denied. 

According to author Qingyun Ma 馬慶雲, there are three main reasons behind 

restricting Xuanzang’s whereabouts and preventing him from living in the Shaolin 

Temple. First of all, Xuanzang had left China illegally without an official approval from 

the government which reflected their fear of Xuanzang’s possible success in 

completing the long journey. Secondly, emperor Taizong relied heavily on Xuanzang ’s 

knowledge of the lands in Central Asia, which was a valuable asset in diplomacy, 

especially when Tang Taizong had been planning on going into war with the Turks. 

And most importantly, the last thing emperor Taizong hoped to see was the 
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unification of all Buddhist sects in China, a force so powerful that could threaten the 

the ruling class of Tang Dynasty just as it had helped overthrow the Sui Dynasty 

before. Xuanzang’s success in journeying to India and retrieving sacred books won 

him so much fame throughout China that he had to entertain visitors from all over 

the country on a daily basis, month after month. However, it was exactly this 

unceasing fame that caused him to be “detained” in Chang’an. 

Despite suffering from politics, Xuanzang remained an inspiration for centuries 

to come and he would not have known that his amazing journey and endeavor would 

greatly inspire a fellow victim of politics nearly a thousand years later—a talented 

writer and poet from the Ming Dynasty, Wu Cheng’en (1501-1582). Wu did not 

become an official until he was in his middle age, but before long, he grew tired of 

the political environment, corruption, and false accusations against him so he 

resigned from office. The last two decades of his life he spent as a near recluse, 

enjoying the friendship of less than a handful of contemporary poets and writers, 

and maintaining a meager living by selling his writings. Despite the hardships Wu 

Cheng-En underwent, his achievements in the world of literature are well-recognized. 

According to Wen Tao, Wu’s poems can be compared to those of Li Po, his verse to 

those of Sung Dynasty writer Qin Guan 秦觀, and his prose has a similar style to 

those of famous Sung Dynasty scholar Ouyang Xiu 歐陽修. Since Wu’s talents are 
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held in such high esteem, it is most unfortunate that few of his works but a small 

number of poems and prose have been retained due to his living in poverty and his 

lack of descendent. 

 Wu Cheng’en is best known for being the author of Xiyouji, which was in 

actuality published anonymously in 1592, and for well over three centuries the 

authorship of the novel remained a mystery. Wu is speculated to have published the 

novel in anonymity for fear of the social pressure at his time when the literary 

mainstream was to take to heart and mimic the classical literature of Han and Tang 

dynasties. As Xiyouji was written in a vernacular tongue that was deemed by many as 

“vulgar” language, Wu Cheng’en had no intention to take the ill reputation and harsh 

criticism when he was still alive. Although Wu did not refer to Xiyouji in any of his 

other writings, the people of his home town did attribute the novel to him early on in 

a 1625 gazetteer 淮安府志, a form of local history that unfortunately attracted little 

attention. 

As of early 20th century, the mystery of Xiyouji’s authorship started to unfold. 

Nowadays, it is generally believed that Wu Cheng’en is the actual author of Xiyouji on 

the basis of the conclusion Hu Shih and Lu Xun drew from their textual analysis and 

research on such Qing Dynasty literature as Wu Yujin’s 山陽志遺, Ruan Kuisheng’s 茶

餘客話, and Ding Yan’s 石亭記事續篇. On the other hand, a few skeptical scholars 
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have argued otherwise and pointed out such issues, for example, that the dialect 

implemented in Xiyouji is different from the Huaian dialect that Wu Cheng’en would 

speak and that the styles of the texts in verse in Xiyouji contrast his other works.  

Anthony C. Yu, one of the translators of Xiyouji, offered his perspective on this 

topic in his book余國藩西遊記論集 in favor that Wu Cheng’en is the “most probable” 

author of Xiyouji. Because in the preface of his book Yu Ding Zhi 禹鼎志 Wu declares 

his predilection for the marvelous, the exotic, and the supramundane in literature (Yu, 

p.77) which matches perfectly the theme of Xiyouji. W.J.F. Jenner, another translator 

of Xiyouji, points out that in what proportion the novel was created and in what 

proportion it was compiled and edited by Wu Cheng’en remains unknown. Arthur 

Waley, also a translator of Xiyouji, concurs that much of the legend behind Xiyouji 

long existed in folk tales and on stage (Waley, preface). While the disagreement on 

Xiyouji’s authentic authorship may ensue, it is hardly the best interest of this 

research to involve in the argument as such topic should be left for further discussion 

by more capable researchers with further evidence. As such, for the purpose of this 

research, that Wu Cheng’en is the author of Xiyouji is taken as an established fact. 

Daniel Kane, professor at National University of Australia claims that it is widely 

believed that by naming his novel Xiyouji, Wu Cheng’en meant to pay tribute to 

Xuanzang’s Xiyuji (Kane, p.viii). Wu’s Xiyouji built upon the concept of Xuanzang’s 
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journey to India and combined a vast compilation of popular legends and folk tales 

that had been passed down through many generations. According to Hu Hsih in the 

introduction to Arthur Waley’s Monkey, the story of Xiyouji was originally in one 

hundred chapters which may be roughly divided into three main parts: 

Part I. The story of the Monkey: chapters 1-7 

Part II. The story of Xuanzang and the origin of the mission to India: chapters 8-12 

Part III. The Pilgrimage to India: chapters 13-100 

Besides the main characters of Xuanzang and his three disciples, the novel hosts a 

wealth of Buddhist and Taoist deities, monsters and demons that are transformed 

from wild animals, objects and weapons with magical powers, humorous stories, 

witty dialogues, fierce battle scenes, well-thought-out poems, idiomatic expressions, 

and much more.  

The morals are not only to emphasize repentance, friendship, loyalty, and 

persistence, but also to encourage overcoming the demons that come both from the 

outside and emerge from within one’s own mind. Xiyouji is a story which values 

repentance of previous sins, Sun Wukong 孫悟空 violated the heavenly rules, Zhu 

Bajie 豬八戒 harassed the Goddess of the Moon, and Sha Wujing 沙悟淨 dropped 

and broke a crystal cup of jade, which caused the three to receive their own 

punishments. However, they were later offered opportunities to repent and make up 

for their wrongdoings. The fact that each of the main characters have their own flaws 
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and weaknesses helps the readers identify more with the story. 

 Whereas some scholars hold the opinion that Xiyouji is an allegory with hidden 

political messages, others dismiss the idea. Hu Shih claims that Monkey is simply a 

book of good humor, profound nonsense, good-natured satire and delightful 

entertainment (Waley, preface). Prof. Shi Changyu approves of the viewpoint by 

further noting that humor is a major characteristic of the style of Xiyouji (Jenner, 

p.45).  

 There also exists an interesting distinction between what the Asian and Western 

cultures perceive as the main character of the story. In Asia, Xuanzang’s faith and 

persistence as well as being the master of the fellowship per se win him much 

respect. In the west, on the contrary, Sun Wukong’s unique personality and 

extraordinary abilities transform him into the hero of the story. The following book 

review of David Kherdian’s Monkey—A Journey to the West on amazon.com places 

Sun Wukong the Monkey in the center of attention: 

 

Part spiritual pilgrimage, part historical epic, the folk novel Journey to the West ,  

which came to be known as Monkey, is the most popular classic of Asian literature. 

Originally written in the sixteenth century, it is the story of the adventures of the 

rogue-trickster Monkey and his encounters with a bizarre cast of characters as he  

travels to India with the Buddhist pilgrim Tripitaka in search of sacred scriptures.  

 

Xiyouji has been published so widely and enjoyed such a vast readership that it 

is crowned one of the Four Great Classical Novels of Chinese Literature. An array of 
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imitations, adaptations, and retelling of the stories in the novel have been and still 

are being recreated in the forms of literature, children’s books, movies, TV series, 

Japanese anime, games, and so on. Just like the Sun Wukong’s magical powers of 72 

transformations, the novel itself has taken on numerous shapes and forms. 

 

2.2 Various Translations 

  

The first translation of Xiyouji appeared in Japan when famous novelist Korenori 

Nishida 西田維則 started to publish stories titled The Popular Journey to the West 通

俗西遊記 using his pen name 口木山人 in 1758. Unfortunately, Nishida passed away 

in 1765 after having translated only the first 26 chapters. Subsequently, Sanjin 

Ishimaro 石麿呂山人 took on the task of translating chapters 27 to 39, Teisai Ogata

尾形貞斎 translated chapters 48 to 53, and finally Kyuzan Gakutei 岳亭丘山 

continued with chapters 54 to 65. The stories of The Popular Journey to the West 

were published in 31 volumes in a five-part set through a total span of 74 years, from 

1758 to 1831; however, the project never saw the day of its completion. On the 

other hand, Nishida also collaborated with others in the translation of the four 

volumes of Illustrated Journey to the West 繪本西遊記 which was eventually 

published in 1835 and marked the first full-length translation of Xiyouji into Japanese 

(Tanaka 田中, p.3-6).  
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According to Professor Shi Changyu 石昌渝 of the Chinese Academy of Social 

Sciences, these two Japanese translations of Xiyouji went through numerous 

reprinting and had a tremendous impact of spreading the story of Xuanzang far and 

wide in Japan (Shi, p.48). Afterwards, a dozen full-length Xiyouji translations in 

Japanese were completed in the 20th century, with the most well-known of versions 

translated by Koji Uno, published in 1936, by Yoshio Yudate, published in 1939, by 

Shinobu Iwamura, published in 1948, by Takamaro Ito, published in 1955, and by 

Shinobu Onu, published in 1977. 

The story of Xiyouji also journeyed to other countries in the world. The first 

complete translation into Vietnamese was published in eight volumes in Hanoi in 

1961. The first complete translation into modern Korean was accomplished by Li 

Zhou Hong and published in 1966, though a couple of stories from Xiyouji in archaic 

Korean were already in circulation years before that. Two abridged versions in French 

were published in Paris in 1924 and 1957, respectively. An abridged edition in 

German was translated from Arthur Waley’s English translation Monkey and it was 

published in 1962 by Rudolstadt Graphen Publishing Company. And in 1959, Moscow 

National Literature Publishing House published A Povatsev’s full-length translation 

into Russian in four volumes. In addition, there are versions in Czech, Romanian, 

Polish, Spanish, and as of today, Xiyouji has been translated into more than a dozen 
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Asian and European languages and has been popular reading material for several 

centuries even until today. 

  The first translation of Xiyouji into English appeared when N. C. Herald in 

Shanghai published Samuel I. Woodbridge’s translation under two different titles of 

the Golden Horned Dragon King金角龍王or the Emperor’s Visit to the Spirit World皇

帝遊地府 in booklets in 1895. In 1901, extracts from Xiyouji were given in Herbert 

Giles’ (1845-1935) History of Chinese Literature. Later in 1913, a more complete 

version in A Mission to Heaven was translated by Welsh missionary to China Timothy 

Richard (1845-1919) and published by the Shanghai Christian Literature Society (Shi, 

p.48). In 1930, Helen Hayes (1893-1932) provided in the Wisdom of the East Series 

her translation of A Buddhist Pilgrim’s Progress; however, it was later evaluated as 

“an accessible, though very inaccurate account” of Xiyouji (Waley, Preface of 

Monkey).  

At a time when only abridgments were available, renowned British sinologist 

and translator Arthur Waley (1889-1966) based his version on the text published by 

Oriental Press in Shanghai in 1921. Waley’s translation was named Monkey: A Folk 

Tale of China at first and was published by Allen and Unwin in New York in 1942. 

Waley’s Monkey not only became the source text of the 1962 German version of 

Xiyouji, but was also reprinted repeatedly and edited to cater to various readerships. 
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And for the several decades that followed, Waley’s Monkey remained the most 

influential in introducing the story to English readers. 

The first complete translation of the entire 100 chapters of Xiyouji appeared 

when Anthony C. Yu’s (1938-2015) The Journey to the West was published in four 

volumes by University of Chicago Press in 1977. Followed by British sinologist W.J.F. 

Jenner (1940-) with his translation in 5 volumes of Journey to the West in 1986, 

which was later included as a part of the Library of Chinese Classics大中華文庫 to be 

published by Foreign Languages Press of China in 2000. Armenian-American writer 

David Kherdian (1931-) published his adaptation of Monkey—A Journey to the West 

in 1992 retelling selected sections of Xiyouji’s story based on Yu’s and Jenner’s 

translations. 

For the aims of this research, texts from Timothy Richard’s, Arthur Waley’s, 

Anthony C. Yu’s, and W.J.F. Jenner’s translations as well as David Kherdian’s 

adaptation will be used for as references. Before more comprehensive analyses and 

comparisons of their strategies for translating texts in verse from Xiyouji can be 

attempted, background information and selected works of each of the translators 

and adaptor, samples of their translations and adaptation of Xiyouji, and their 

personal unique styles will be introduced first in the following sections. 
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2.3 Timothy Richard and His Translation 

 

Timothy Richard (1845-1919) was a legendary Welsh Baptist missionary who 

traveled to China in 1868. After Richard was assigned to Yantai, in the Shangdong 

Province, he became the editor of the Wan Guo Gong Bao 萬國公報, or Review of 

the Times, a monthly reformist journal published by the Christian Literature Society 

for China 廣學會 founded by the American Methodist missionary Young J. Allen. 

Timothy Richard was a prolific writer and translator, and one of the most influential 

missionaries of his day, often ranked with and compared to Hudson Taylor, the 

founder of the China Inland Mission (Kane, p.xxi).  

By the turn of the 20th century, China was prepared to come to terms with the 

West and to institute the reforms necessary to bring her into the family of nations. 

Kang Youwei 康有為(1857-1927), one of China’s greatest scholars and reformers at 

the time, took a leading role in these reforms. Though he never became a Christian, 

he acknowledged on one occasion: “I owe my conversion to reform chiefly on the 

writing of two missionaries, the Rev. Timothy Richard and the Rev. Dr. Young J. Allen.” 

Kang dedicated himself in his later years to the writing of The Book of Grand Unity 大

同書, which curiously reflected many of Richard’s ideas such as a world ruled by one 

central government, and the improvement of humanity through the spread of 
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modern technology (Kane, p.xxiii). The Book of Grand Unity, which was imbued with 

many of Richard’s beliefs, was later referred to by Mao Zedong (1893-1976) as the 

blueprint of the ideal society that the communists were to strive to establish.  

Timothy Richard’s most influential work of translation is A History of the 

Nineteenth Century by Robert Mackenzie first published in London in 1880. The 

Chinese version which is named 泰西近百年來大事記 was published by Christian 

Literature Society for China in 1895 and a concise version titled 泰西新史攬要 was 

published in 1898. The book gives a comprehensive account of the processes of the 

reformations in the Western countries in the 19th century, and was used by the 

Guangxu Emperor of the late Ching Dynasty as one of his main references during the 

Hundred Days’ Reform百日維新/戊戌變法 in 1898. Liang Qichao梁啟超(1873-1929), 

who was Kang Youwei’s student and one of the key leaders of the late Ching 

reformers, praised that 泰西新史攬要 was the best among all the Western history 

books available at the time. 

It can be said that Timothy Richard, not only through his writings and 

translations but also with his personal relationship with Kang Youwei and a number 

of prominent government officials, played an influential role in the modernization of 

China and the rise of the Chinese Republic at the turn of the 20th century.  

While most other missionaries to China at that time seized every opportunity to 
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stamp out conflicting religious beliefs and legends, Timothy Richard was fascinated 

by such popular local tales of gods and heroes as Journey to the West, for he upheld 

the universal messages of spiritual challenge and growth these tales encompassed. In 

Timothy Richard’s translator’s introduction, he makes many associations between 

Xiyouji and what he calls the World Religion—Christianity. For example, Richard 

believes that the peaches, the wine, and pill of immortality represent the fruit of the 

Tree of Knowledge. Chapter 88 teaches that the Holy Spirit is in every instance the 

chief agent in producing a conversion and that prayer is the source of power, Richard 

is then convinced that the book is unmistakably Christian. The fact that the demons 

very frequently desire to eat the flesh and drink the blood of the Religious Master in 

order that they may thereby become immortal is identical to what Jesus said, 

“Whoso eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood hath eternal life.” (Richard, 

introduction p.xxxix). 

The first English translation of Xiyouji into English appeared as A Mission to 

Heaven, translated by Timothy Richard and published by the Shanghai Christian 

Literature Society in 1913 (Shi, p.48). Richard’s translation contains 100 chapters that 

correspond to the chapters in the original Xiyouji; nevertheless, since many of the 

chapters are only one or two pages in length, it is still categorized as an abridged 

version. Richard’s translation was republished in 2008 by Tuttle Classics Singapore 
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and was given a new title Journey to the West – the Monkey King’s Amazing 

Adventures with an elaborate introduction by Daniel Kane, professor at National 

University of Australia. The 2008 republished version preserves 26 chapters from the 

1913 version that tell more complete stories; furthermore, it makes some changes 

and replacements to Richard’s original translation. However, some of these 

alterations in the 2008 Tuttle Classics republication are no more accurate than the 

1913 original version and fail to serve the purpose of telling the story better. An 

example of this can be seen in the names of the different hells in chapter 11 as the 

story tells of Tang Taizong’s experience in going through the Eighteen Hells Behind 

the Dark Mountain. Richard’s original translation of the names of the hells is clear 

and accurate and is placed on the right of the following chart. On the left of the 

following chart lists the 2008 Tuttle version, it can be seen that three of the names of 

the hells are revised. 

Chart 3a 

2008 version published by Tuttle 

Singapore 

1913 version published by the 

Shanghai Christian Literature Society 

1. The Hanging by the Muscles Hell 

2. The Dark Mad Hell 

3. The Deep Furnace Hell 

4. The Urban Living Hell 

5. The Tongue Pulling Hell 

6. The Flaying Hell 

7. The Grinding Hell 

8. The Pounding Hell 

9. The Tearing on the Wheel Hell 

1. The Hanging by the Muscles Hell 

2. The Dark Mad Hell 

3. The Deep Furnace Hell 

4. The Hell of Fengtu City 

5. The Tongue Pulling Hell 

6. The Flaying Hell 

7. The Grinding Men Hell 

8. The Pounding Hell 

9. The Tearing on the Wheel Hell 
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10. The Icy Hell 

11. The Unmasking Hell 

12. The Pulling of Bowels Hell 

13. The Boiling Oil Hell 

14. The Mad as Hell Hell  

15. The Sword Mountain Hell 

16. The Hell of the Lake of Blood 

17. The Hot as Hell Hell  

18. The Balancing Hell 

10. The Icy Hell 

11. The Unmasking Hell 

12. The Pulling of Bowels Hell 

13. The Boiling Oil Hell 

14. The Dark Hell 

15. The Sword Mountain 

16. The Hell of the Lake of Blood 

17. The Hot Hell 

18. The Balancing Hell 

  

As to why the editor of the 2008 Tuttle version changed number 4, 14, and 17 of 

Richard’s original translation to “the Urban Living Hell”(酆都獄), “the Mad as Hell 

Hell”(黑暗獄), and “the Hot as Hell Hell”(阿鼻獄) while leaving the other parts 

mostly untouched is unknown(Richard, Tuttle,p.95). Whether the purpose is to add 

modernity or humor, regardless of what the reason may be, the alterations fail to do 

justice to Timothy Richard’s original good work on the translation of the list of hells.  

 However, it must be pointed out that several parts of Richard’s 1913 A Mission 

to Heaven are so creative that would leave the 2008 Tuttle editor in awe. Richard’s 

original translation of the final litany at the end of the story of Xiyouji in chapter 100 

offers a glimpse of his “unique” translation style in which he replaces some of the 

names of Buddhist gods and bodhisattvas with terms commonly found in Christian 

literature or inserts terms taken from other religions. The litany contains a short 

prayer and a list of fifty-nine names of gods and bodhisattvas and will be discussed in 

four parts as follows: 
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Chart 3b 

大眾合掌皈依，都念： 

 

“南無燃燈上古佛。 

 

南無藥師琉璃光王佛。 

南無釋迦牟尼佛。 

南無過去未來現在佛。 

南無清淨喜佛。 

南無毘盧尸佛。 

南無寶幢王佛。 

南無彌勒尊佛。 

南無阿彌陀佛。 

南無無量壽佛。 

南無接引歸真佛。 

南無金剛不壞佛。 

南無寶光佛。 

南無龍尊王佛。 

南無精進善佛。 

南無寶月光佛。 

南無現無愚佛。 

南無婆留那佛。 

南無那羅延佛。 

南無功德華佛。 

南無才功德佛。 

南無善遊步佛。 

南無旃檀光佛。 

南無摩尼幢佛。 

Then they all folded their hands, worshipped, and 

chanted the following New Anthem in Heaven: —  

1. We take refuge, or believe, in the Ancient Buddha 

(God), who created Light.  

2. In the Great Physician of the Crystal Sea.  

3. In the world honoured teacher, Shakyamuni*.  

4. In the God of the past, present and future.  

5. In the God of pure joy.  

6. In Vairochana (the son of Righteousness.)  

7. In the canopy Prince.  

8. In the Messiah.  

9. In Omito Fo (Amitabha.)  

10. In the God of Endless Age. (The Eternal.)  

11. In Him who welcomes men to heaven.  

12. In Him who is the indestructible Diamond.  

13. In Him who is precious Light.  

14. In the most terrible One.  

15. In Him who is the Essence of joy and progress.  

16. In Him who is the Reflected Light.  

17. In Him who has no darkness.  

18. In Varuna.  

19. In Brahma the Creator.  

20. In Him of all glorious merit.  

21. In Him who is most able.  

22. In Him who goes about doing good,  

23. In Him with the light of the Sandal-wood banner.  

24. In Him with the Mani canopy. 

 

 To start with, “the following new Anthem in Heaven,” “the world honoured 

teacher,” “(the son of Righteousness.),” and finally “(the Eternal.)” are all additions to 

the translation that are absent from the source text. The translations of 龍尊王佛 as 

“the most terrible one” and 現無愚佛 as “Him who has no darkness” are creative but 

inaccurate. In Richard’s religious perspective, since燃燈上古佛 is the Ancient Buddha 
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who created Light, he must be God himself. Following Richard’s train of thought, one 

may not be too surprised to find that he translated 過去未來現在佛 into “the God of 

the past, present, and future;” nevertheless, as for why 彌勒尊佛 is “the Messiah” in 

Christianity and 那羅延佛 is “Brahma the Creator” who is the God of Creation in 

Hinduism, one cannot but feel baffled. 

Chart 3c 

南無慧炬照佛。 

南無海德光明佛。 

南無大慈光佛。 

南無慈力王佛。 

南無賢善首佛。 

南無廣莊嚴佛。 

南無金華光佛。 

南無才光明佛。 

南無智慧勝佛。 

南無世靜光佛。 

南無日月光佛。 

南無日月珠光佛。 

南無慧幢勝王佛。 

南無妙音聲佛。 

南無常光幢佛。 

南無觀世燈佛。 

南無法勝王佛。 

南無須彌光佛。 

南無大慧力王佛。 

南無金海光佛。 

南無大通光佛。 

南無才光佛。 

南無旃檀功德佛。 

南無鬥戰勝佛。 

25. In Him who shines with great wisdom.  

26. In Him whose goodness is vast as the ocean.  

27. In Him who is Great in mercy.  

28. In Him who is Strongest in mercy.  

29. In Him who is Chief in all goodness.  

30. In Him who is God of boundless glory.  

31. In Him who is the God of golden glory.  

32. In Him who is an able Counsellor.  

33. In Him who is surpassingly wise.  

34. In Him who is the world's restful Light.  

35. In Him who is the Light of the sun and moon.  

36. In Him who illuminates the sun and moon.  

37. In Him who is the Lord of the Wisdom Canopy.  

38. In Him who is the Gospel Sound.  

39. In Him who is permanent Light of the Canopy of the heavens.  

40. In Him who is the Lamp of the World.  

41. In the King of Perfect law.  

42. In Him who is the Light of Mount Meru.  

43. In the All-wise and All-powerful King.  

44. In the Light of the Golden Ocean, (space?)  

45. In Him whose great light pervades all the universe.  

46. In Him who is the mighty Light.  

47. In Him with the merit of the Sandal Wood Banner.  

48. In Him who is ever victorious. 

 

 From 25 to 48, a reader easily confuses the reading material for some Christian 
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publication. With the exceptions of references such as canopy, Mount Meru, and 

Sandal Wood Banner, the second section of the litany bears much resemblance to 

common Christian writings, prayers, or gospel songs. “In Him was life, and that life 

was the light of all mankind,” taken from John 1:4 from the N.I.V. bible, many verses 

in the bible start with the construction of “In Him” which is also the strategy Timothy 

Richard adopts to add to the names of the Buddhas in the litany. By doing so, Richard 

is quite successful in converting a Buddhist prayer into a Christian one, domestication 

was not what he had in mind but rather an attempt to impose his belief that 

Buddhism and Christianity were not much different.  

Chart 3d 

南無觀世音菩薩。 

南無大勢至菩薩。 

南無文殊菩薩。 

南無普賢菩薩。 

南無清淨大海眾菩薩。 

南無蓮池海會佛菩薩。 

南無西天極樂諸菩薩。 

南無三千揭諦大菩薩。 

南無五百阿羅大菩薩。 

南無比丘夷塞尼菩薩。 

南無無邊無量法菩薩。 

49. In Kwanyin.  

50. In the Mighty One.  

51. In Saint Wên Shu.  

52. In Saint Pu Hien.  

53. In Mohammed of the Great Sea.  

54. In the great Lotus Society.  

55. In all the Saints of Paradise.  

56. In the three thousand great choristers? (Giete, 揭諦) ?  

57. In the 500 great witnesses.  

58. In the monks and nuns.  

59. In the saints who follow the boundIess and universal law.  

 

  The last section of the litany is no less spectacular than the previous ones as 

many of the 菩薩 transform into “saints,” “choristers,” “witnesses,” and “monks and 

nuns” in Richard’s translation. In the midst of all the Christian and Buddhist deities, 

清淨大海眾菩薩 appears as “Mohammed of the Great Sea,” the last prophet of 
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Islam. According to Daniel Kane, how Timothy Richard got “Mohammed of the Great 

Sea” out of Chingjing dahai zhong pusa, “The Bodhisattvas of the Ocean of Purity” is 

a bit of a mystery. He may have misunderstood chingjing “pure and clean” as 

qingzhen “pure and true,” the Chinese term for Islam (Kane, p.xxii). But the author of 

this research tends to disagree with Kane’s explanation, because Richard translated 

number 5 on the list “南無清淨喜佛” into “the God of pure joy” which is hard 

evidence that Richard understood chingjing as “pure” instead of “islam.” Yet, as for 

why Richard translated number 53 on the list ”南無清淨大海眾菩薩” into 

“Mohammed of the Great Sea” indeed remains a great mystery. 

Chart 3e 

南無金剛大士聖菩薩。 

南無淨壇使者菩薩。 

南無八寶金身羅漢菩薩。 

南無八部天龍廣力菩薩。 

60. In the Holy Cherubim.  

61. In the angels who serve at the sacred Altar.  

62. In the burning Seraphim (Lohans?)  

63. In all the mighty Powers throughout the Universe. 

 

 The last four lines of the litany in Richard’s translation incorporate the concepts 

of “angels,” “Holy Cherubim,” as well as “burning Seraphim” into his version of the 

story of Xiyouji. It is worth mentioning that it is clearly explained before the litany 

that 八部天龍廣力菩薩 is the bodhisattva that Xuangzang’s horse turns into after 

completing the journey, but here his name is simply neglected and replaced with 

“the mighty Powers throughout the Universe.” In fact,八寶金身羅漢菩薩 of number 

62 and 淨壇使者菩薩 of number 61 are Sha Wujing’s and Zhu Bajie’s bodhisattva 
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titles, respectively. Sha Wujing is turned into multiple burning Seraphim, while Zhu 

Bajie is translated into the many angels who serve at the sacred Altar. Let’s backtrack 

to number 48 and 47, 鬥戰勝佛 and 旃檀功德佛 are Sun Wukong’s and Xuanzang’s 

respective titles as Buddhas, but no explanation is provided for the names of these 

key characters in Richard’s translation.  

Timothy Richard’s translation of the final litany at the end of the Xiyouji story 

transforms the chanting of a Buddhist prayer into a song of angels to praise God. 

Three parentheses in the litany are strangely conspicuous, the first being “(space?)” 

in 44, the second “(Giete,揭諦) ?” in 56, and the third one is “(Lohans?)” in 62. What 

appears as the translator’s notes made their way through the editing and publication 

procedures and eventually appears in the actual published translation. It may be safe 

to assume that Timothy Richard’s A Mission to Heaven was published somewhat 

prematurely in 1913, and it is not difficult to imagine that when the book was to be 

republished by Tuttle in 2008, it had to undergo extensive editing. 

While Richard could simply leave out the litany altogether, he chose to translate 

the final ending of the story in whole. It is obvious that his intention was not to 

faithfully translate the names of the assorted Buddhist gods and bodhisattvas, 

otherwise he would not have opted to insert terms such as Messiah, Brahma, 

Mohammed, saints, Holy Cherubim, burning Seraphim, and so on. By implementing 
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such strategy, Richard was presumably to manifest once more his personal belief that 

Xiyouji shared something in common with Christianity and other world religions such 

as Hinduism and Islam. As Daniel Kane states in the introduction of the 2008 Tuttle 

version, he believes that people see things the way they want to see them, and 

Richard’s fundamental approach was that he wanted to see references to God, Jesus, 

the Messiah, and even Mohammed and Brahma, whether they were there or not. 

(Kane, p.xxiii).  

 

2.4 Arthur Waley and His Translation 

 

Arthur Waley (1889-1966) is a renowned British orientalist, sinologist, and 

translator whose works achieved both popular and scholarly acclaim. Waley 

translated numerous poetry as well as literature from Japanese and Chinese into 

English, with his most famous works being A Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems 

(1918), The Way and Its Power: A Study of the Tao Te Ching and its Place in Chinese 

Thought (1934), The Book of Songs (Shih Ching) (1937), The Analects of Confucius 

(1938), The Adventures of Monkey (1942), and more. Waley also translated Chinese 

philosophy and wrote such biographies of literary figures as the Life and Times of Po 

Chü-I (1949) and the Poetry and Career of Li Po (1959). Waley chose to translate a 

wide range of classical literature and to write for a general audience. 
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In spite of his accomplishments in translating many Chinese and Japanese 

classical texts into English, Waley never travelled personally to either country, or 

anywhere else in East Asia. In his preface to The Secret History of the Mongols (1963) 

he states that he was not a master of many languages, but declares to have learned 

Chinese and Japanese fairly well, a good command of Ainu and Mongolian, as well as 

basic Hebrew and Syriac. His achievement in acquiring multiple foreign languages 

makes him the object of many people’s envy. John Walter de Gruchy, author of 

Orienting Arthur Waley: Japonism, Orientalism, and the Creation of Japanese 

Literature in English (2003), is among Waley’s admirers. Gruchy points out in his 

book that Waley did an impressive job in transmitting the high literary cultures of 

China and Japan to the general English readers in the first half of the 20th century. 

And despite being self-taught, Waley managed to reach remarkable levels of fluency, 

even erudition, in both languages. Gruchy also commended that Waley was the 

ambassador from East to West and made a unique achievement which was “quite 

unlikely to be repeated” (Gruchy, p.167). 

Arthur Waley considered that Xiyouji is unique in its combination of beauty with 

absurdity and of profundity with nonsense, and the story is compounded with 

folklore, allegory, religion, history, anti-bureaucratic satire and pure poetry. His 

translation of the story is named the Adventures of Monkey (Monkey for short), 
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putting Sun Wukong the Monkey King on center stage of the storyline which is 

divided into thirty chapters. 

The text Waley has used for translation was published by the Oriental Press, 

Shanghai, in 1921. It has a long and scholarly introduction by Dr. Hu Shih, then 

Chinese ambassador in Washington. Waley noted in his preface that the method 

adopted in earlier abridgements was "to leave the original number of separate 

episodes, but drastically reduce them in length, particularly by cutting out dialogue.” 

And Waley’s strategy for the most part was to adopt the opposite principle by 

omitting many episodes but translating those that are retained almost in full; 

however, he leaves out most of the incidental passages in verse that go very badly 

into English. The scale of Waley’s abridgement corresponds to roughly one sixth of 

the whole source text, and his extensive excising of the chapters has led to a recent 

critic awarding it the lesser place, as a good retelling of the story. On the other hand, 

it has been praised as "remarkably faithful to the original spirit of the work.” 

Arthur Waley’s version in thirty chapters has translated Part I and Part II of 

Xiyouji almost entirely, his chapter divisions corresponding exactly to the first twelve 

chapters in the original. From Part III, the journey to the west, Arthur Waley has 

translated only chapters 13-15, 18-19, 22, 37-39, 44-46, 47-49, and 98-100, which 

means that he has included less than one-third of the original (Yu, preface). Aside 
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from the thirty chapters Arthur Waley chose to translate from the one hundred 

chapters in the original, he left out in particular the second half (chapters 50-97) of 

the book. Of the thirty-four episodes after the conversion of the three disciples, 

Waley selected only four: 1. the story of the kingdom of crowcock, 2. The story of the 

three Taoist demons in the cart-slow kingdom, 3. The river that leads to heaven, and 

4. The final calamity caused by the white turtle.  

 But in spite of these few mildly regretted omissions, Waley has on the whole 

exercised excellent critical judgment in his selection of the episodes. Hu Shih 

expresses his opinion that he agrees with most of Waley’s omissions, and heartily 

approves his method of “omitting many episodes, but translating those that are 

retained almost in full.” He also states that Waley’s rendering of dialogue is truly 

masterful both in preserving its droll humor and retaining its rich proverbial form. 

Only a careful comparison with the original text can one fully appreciate the 

translator’s painstaking effort in achieving these goals. (Hu Shih, p.4) Lastly, he 

wishes that Arthur Waley may be persuaded to include a few more of other 

interesting episodes at a more opportune time in his “most admirable and most 

delightful translation.” 

Waley consciously followed Hu Shih’s lead, as shown in Hu's introduction to the 

1943 edition. Hu scorned the allegorical interpretations of the novel as old-fashioned 
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and instead insisted that the stories were simply comic. Hu Shih's interpretation 

reflected the popular reading of the novel, but does not account for the levels of 

meaning and the allegorical framework which scholars in China and the west have 

shown to be an important part of the late Ming text. 

The 1943 Waley translation received the James Tait Black Memorial Prize and 

has also been published as Adventures of the Monkey God, Monkey to the 

West, Monkey: [A] Folk Novel of China, and The Adventures of Monkey, and in a 

further abridged version for children, Dear Monkey. Waley’s translations of the 

classics, the Analects of Confucius and The Way and Its Power, are still in print, as is 

his interpretive presentation of classical Chinese philosophy, Three Ways of Thought 

in Ancient China (1939). Waley’s translations of verse are widely regarded as poems 

in their own right, and have been included in many anthologies such as the Oxford 

Book of Twentieth Century English Verse under Waley’s name. Many of his original 

translations and commentaries have been republished as Penguin Classics and 

Wordsworth Classics, reaching a wide readership. 

Jonathan D. Spence, in A Century of British Orientalists 1902-2001 (Oxford: 

2001), compliments that Arthur Waley selected the fine jewels of Chinese and 

Japanese literature and pinned them quietly to his chest. Spence assures that no one 

ever did anything like it before, and no one will ever do it again. Though there are 
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many westerners whose knowledge of Chinese or Japanese is greater than Waley’s, 

and there may be a few who can handle both languages as well, they are not poets, 

and those who are better poets than Waley unfortunately do not know Chinese or 

Japanese. He also believes that the shock will never be repeated, because most of 

the pieces that Waley chose to translate were virtually unknown in the West, so the 

impact they caused was both extraordinary and unique (Spence, p.239). 

 Waley’s translation has met with its fair share of criticism as well. The literary 

scholar Andrew H. Plaks points out that Waley's abridgement reflected his 

interpretation of the novel. He holds a quite opposite view from Hu Shih that through 

its selection of episodes, Waley’s translation, despite its brilliancy, gave rise to the 

misleading impression that this is essentially a compendium of popular materials 

marked by folk wit and humor. Also a translator of Xiyouji, Anthony C. Yu believes 

that Waley’s abridgment is vastly superior to its predecessors in style and diction, but 

it is unfortunately a severely truncated and highly selective rendition, not unlike its 

predecessors (Yu, preface). Yu further adds that though Arthur Waley was immensely 

gifted for, and had magnificent achievements in, the translation of Chinese verse, 

elected to ignore the many poems that are structured in the narrative. As a result, Yu 

criticizes that, in Waley’s translation, not only is the fundamental literary form of the 

story distorted, but also much of the narrative vigor and descriptive power of its 
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language which attracted generations of Chinese readers is lost.  

Even though Anthony C. Yu has criticized Arthur Waley’s Monkey on numerous 

occasions, Waley’s ability in translating verse is highly praised by Yu. So much so that 

one of the texts in verse in Monkey is transplanted directly into Anthony C. Yu’s the 

Journey to the West. In chapter 10, the Dragon King visits a fortune teller in Chang’an 

who is said to be bestowed with the ability to predict any future events with 

precision. When consulted on the weather, the soothsayer announces that there will 

definitely be rain on the following day. 

 

雲迷山頂，霧罩林梢。 

若占雨澤，准在明朝。 

《西遊記》第十回頁九 

 

 Waley’s translation of the rhyme is as follows: 

 

Mists hide the tree-tops, 

Clouds veil the hill. 

If you want rain to-morrow 

You shall have your fill. (Waley, p.97) 

 

 In Waley’s translation, “Mists hide the tree-tops” and “Clouds veil the hill” are in 

reverse order from the first two sentences of the source text. The same rhyme in 

English appears in Anthony C. Yu’s translation in an exact format. 

 

Mists hide the treetops 

Clouds veil the hill. 
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If you want rain tomorrow 

You shall have your fill. (Yu, p.223) 

 

 Except for omitting the two hyphens in “tree-tops” and “to-morrow”, Yu’s 

version is identical to Waley’s translation of this verse. Yu did acknowledge in his 

notes that he decided to adopt Waley’s translation because he believed that 

“Waley’s translation of these four lines can hardly be improved on.” (Yu, p.517) 

Although the first two sentences can be swapped into the correct order, Yu’s choice 

of directly copying Waley’s translation corresponds to his compliment on Waley’s 

outstanding performance in translating texts in verse. In almost every text in verse 

that both Waley and Yu have translated from Xiyouji, segments of Waley’s 

translations make their way into Yu’s version. 

All in all, Arthur Waley’s translation of Xiyouji, the Adventures of Monkey (or 

Monkey for short) published in 1943 has received much praise. Of the sections Waley 

chose to translate, he rendered highly accurate and skillful translation, and his 

rendering of poetry in particular is held in high esteem. 

 

2.5 Anthony C. Yu and His Translation 

 

Anthony C. Yu (1938-2015) is best known for his four-volume translation of 

Journey to the West and was a well-known scholar of literature and religion, eastern 
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and western. Some of his selected works include Parnassus Revisited: Modern Critical 

Essays on the Epic Tradition (1973), Rereading the Stone: Desire and the Making of 

Fiction in the Dream of the Red Chamber (1997), and State and Religion in China: 

Historical and Textual Perspectives (2005). 

The name “Journey to the West” as first coined by Anthony C. Yu as the title of 

his version is a direct and faithful translation of the name of the book Xiyouji. Yet to 

the target English readers, the concept of “the West” can be a bit confusing as to 

where it is located precisely. Though the readers eventually find out as they journey 

through the story, perhaps “Journey to India” would be a more precise and easily 

comprehensible though less of an accurate translation of the title.  

In his own extensive scholarly introduction and notes, Yu explains that the main 

reason for his endeavor is simply the need for a version which will provide the 

readers with as faithful an image as possible of Xiyouji, one of the four or five lasting 

monuments of traditional Chinese fictions. Strenuous work was put into researching 

Buddhist and Taoist terminologies as well as cultural specific terms (Guo, p.7). Robert 

E. Hegel states in his article that Anthony C. Yu's Journey to the West far surpasses 

the truncated earlier English adaptations for revealing the novelist's art to readers 

unprepared to appreciate the linguistic complexities of the original, and for 

introducing this Chinese masterpiece to English readers of the West.  
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Hegel also believes that the copious notes included in Yu’s version will help 

readers with allusions and other word plays, particularly the references to traditional 

alchemy. Yu provides information as unfamiliar to most contemporary Chinese as it is 

to Americans, and as a result, Yu’s Journey to the West can also assist Chinese readers 

to better understand the novel (Hegel, p.340). 

 Another reason for Yu’s hard work was to compensate for the many chapters, 

poems, and texts in verse that Arthur Waley decided to exclude from in his version. 

Yu points out in particular that the poems and texts in verse are essential in 

understanding the author’s meanings (Yu, preface xi). Waley’s Monkey, which literally 

put the word Xiyouji in numerous encyclopedias, had been the most significant 

English translation of the story for decades before Yu’s version was published in 1977. 

Despite the fact that Monkey played a crucial role not only in making the story of 

Xiyouji known to English readers, but also in being the basis of many translations into 

other languages, it was much criticized for being heavily truncated and abbreviated. 

After the publication of Yu’s Journey to the West, the popularity and status of Waley’s 

Monkey was slightly surpassed.  

 Literary critic Andrew H. Plaks comments that Waley's Monkey is a delightful 

book, but it is not the same book as the Chinese masterwork which Anthony C. Yu 

has translated. Plaks explains that as a general rule, any complete translation that 
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achieves certain standards of linguistic competency, must be far more valuable than 

any partial one (Plaks, p.1117). A full-length translation of the entire 100 chapters of 

Xiyouji is such a grand task that its completion indeed deserves great respect.  

A revised version of Yu’s translation was published by University of Chicago 

Press under the title The Monkey and the Monk in 2006. According to the 

introduction, Yu explains that he had received feedback that the use of his lengthy 

translation in four volumes was much limited in the academics. In order to attract 

more readers from the general public, an abridged 31-chapter version was then 

organized and published (Yu 2006: p.xiv). Such decision seems to resemble the one 

Arthur Waley had previous made for his selections of 30 chapters of Monkey and at 

the same time invalidated Yu’s criticism for Waley’s shortened version of Xiyouji.  

Despite being held in high regard by many scholars, Yu’s translation includes 

details that occasionally betray him and cause unexpected humor. For example, in 

chapter 7 Sun Wukong engages in a fierce battle with legions of soldiers from heaven 

and "the Spirit of the South Pole ordered the various deities of the Fire Department 

to burn him with fire, but that, too, had little effect." (Yu, p. 166) Here 火部眾神 is 

translated into “the various deities of the Fire Department” and, quite contrary to 

popular belief, those representing “the Fire Department” turn into arsons and set 

fire to a person, or rather a monkey. 
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In Yu’s translation, a reader’s knowledge of archaic or rarely used vocabulary is 

often put to test. In chapter 15, not long after Xuanzang and Sun Wukong meet for 

the first time, they arrive at the Yingchou River鷹愁澗 in which a hungry dragon lives. 

In an attempt to devour Xuanzang for food, the dragon engulfs and swallows 

Xuanzang’s horse instead and disappears into the depths of the river. Xuanzang has 

not the slightest clue that Bodhisattva Kuanyin has arranged for this dragon to 

transform into Xuanzang’s noble steed later and has assigned the mission for it to 

carry Xuanzang to India on it back. Xuanzang is so worried sick that he will have to 

walk all the way to India that he wants to give up and bursts out crying.  

Much annoyed by Xuanzang’s fragility and weakness, Sun Wukong scolds him 

and calls him a 膿包 which is a derogatory idiom meaning “a useless person,” a pet 

phrase Sun Wukong uses to put others down. Four versions of this sentence in 

English are put in the following list for comparison. 

Chart 4 

行者見他哭將起來，他那裏忍得住暴燥，發聲喊道：「師父莫要這等膿包形麼？」

《西遊記第十五回頁二》 

“Don’t make such an object of yourself,” shouted Monkey, infuriated by this 

exhibition of despair. (Waley, p.139) 

When Pilgrim saw him crying, he was infuriated and began to shout: “Master, stop 

behaving like a namby-pamby!” (Yu, p.316) 

The sight of him crying was too much for Brother Monkey, who flared up and 

shouted, “Stop being such an imbecile, master.” (Jenner, p.501) 

“Don’t make such a spectacle of yourself,” Monkey shouted, infuriated that 

Tripitaka was showing such signs of weakness and despair. (Kherdian, p.122) 
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Though Yu’s choice of the phrase “namby-pamby” for膿包 is quite accurate and 

not so archaic and rare that few readers can understand, Waley’s translation of 

“make an object of,” Jenner’s “imbecile,” and Kherdian’s “make a spectacle of” are 

all more commonly-used, if not more suitable for the translation of 膿包. 

Other than infrequently-used words, Yu’s dedication to have everything in the 

source text translated sometimes produces a target text that may read confusing. An 

example of this appears in chapter 9 where Yu translates 兵馬俱在北岸下了營寨

into "horses and men pitched camps on the north shore" (Yu, p. 210). When taken 

literally, the order of pitching camps seems to be obeyed and carried out by both the 

horses and the men, a reader cannot help but wonder if the horses are well-trained 

enough to perform such a complex task on their own. “The troops” is possibly a 

better translation here for it is the meaning of the phrase 兵馬 in the sentence. 

There are quite more a few such examples scattered throughout Yu’s 1977 

version. As Robert G. Nylander points out in his article, what The Journey to the West 

needs is better editing by the publishers, who are charging the public a mighty fee 

for very little work on their part (Nylander, p.87). In response to the outcry, 

University of Chicago Press issued a revised edition of Yu’s translation also in four 

volumes in 2012. Apart from necessary corrections or amendments to Yu’s original 

translation, Romanization that was difficult to pronounce got converted into the 
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more commonly-used pinyin. Additionally, the new edition updated and augmented 

the annotations, revised and expanded the introduction in respect to Yu’s new 

modes of interpretation of the source text. And Yu’s Journey to the West continues to 

be one of the most authoritative and discussed translations of Xiyouji. 

 

2.6 W.J.F. Jenner and His Translation 

 

Professor W.J.F Jenner (1940-) is an English sinologist who specializes in Chinese 

history, culture, and literature. He began the study of Chinese at Oxford in 1958, 

where he graduated in Oriental Studies in 1962. According to Jenner’s own 

recollection in a 2016 Los Angeles Review of Books article, one special reason for his 

making the choice to take on Chinese was that he had a chance to read Arthur 

Waley’s Monkey when he was a child and was captivated by the fun story. He earned 

his Oxford PhD for his thesis on the history of the great city of Luoyang in the 5th-6th 

century AD. Some of his selected works include Various Modern Chinese Stories 

(1970) which is a translation in collaboration with Gladys Yang, and his own 

translations of Selected poems by Lu Xun (1982) and From Emperor to Citizen: The 

Autobiography of Aishin-Gioro Pu Yi (1987). 

From 1963 to 1965 Jenner was offered a job as a translator at the Foreign 

Languages Press in Beijing. During this period he became friends with Yang Xianyi 
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and his English wife Gladys Yang who were commissioned by the FLP to translate the 

Dream of Red Mansions. Encouraged by the couple, Jenner accepted an assignment 

to take on one of the big four classic novels and began to translate Journey to the 

West at that time. Jenner’s translation was first published in four volumes in 1982, 

and it was republished by the Foreign Languages Press Beijing in 2000 as a collection 

of the Library of Chinese Classics 大中華文庫. The republished edition is in six 

volumes in both Chinese and English with Chinese original on left page and Jenner’s 

English translation on right page.  

Jenner described the difficulties he encountered in the process of translating 

Xiyouji, mostly for his lack of knowledge and helpful reference books in Buddhism, 

Taoism, and some of the idioms. And the delay in the publication of his translation 

was mainly because of the cultural revolution that started to take place in the late 

1960s and when the FLP asked him to abandon the work. In 1979, some 15 years 

after Jenner first started the translation of Xiyouji, he was invited back to FLP in 

Beijing to finish the project. In the same year, chapters 3, 4, and 5 of the translation 

were published as a small paperback with the title of Havoc in Heaven: Adventures of 

the Monkey King. This time around, a Buddhist scholar was brought in to provide 

Jenner with the assistance he needed with Buddhist terminology and idioms. Nearly 

two decades after Jenner first started working on Journey to the West, his translation 
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finally saw the light of day when it was published in 1982. Interestingly, Jenner was 

never consulted about writing an introduction for his own translation; however, an 

introduction written by Professor Shi Changyu 石昌渝 of the Chinese Academy of 

Social Sciences was “thrust into printings,” in Jenner’s own words.  

Professor Shi explains in the introduction that W.J.F. Jenner’s Journey to the 

West is based on the text of A Taoist Interpretation of Journey to the West 西遊證道

書, with reference to the Shidetang edition 世德堂本. Professor Shi adds that this is 

not just because the former has been the most popular edition for the past two or 

three centuries, but chiefly because it is considered to be a more mature literary 

work than any of the Ming Dynasty editions (Shi, p.48). 

In the process of translating Journey to the West, Jenner made a conscious 

effort to keep his translation as smooth as possible and at the same time he made a 

point to avoid reading Arthur Waley’s Monkey again. In addition, he decided not to 

include distracting footnotes or to use idioms that would strongly suggest any 

particular English-speaking place. Jenner explains that anyone who does want the 

scholarly paraphernalia can always turn to Anthony C. Yu’s version for the countless 

Buddhist and Taoist references. The end result of Jenner’s choices in strategy is a 

version that is generally considered a readable translation without scholarly 

apparatus. However, because of the above reasons, Jenner’s Journey to the West is 
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also the only version without any translator’s introduction, foreword, preface, or 

notes.  

In response to Jenner’s strategy of not using any footnotes, R.E.H. in his article 

Havoc in Heaven: Adventures of the Monkey King by W. J. F. Jenner comments that 

obviously this is insufficient for the uninitiated reader to comprehend the tale and its 

cultural significance; instead the first volume of Journey to the West is intended 

merely to introduce another major publishing effort from Foreign Languages Press, 

Jenner's complete translation of Journey to the West in three volumes (R.E.H., 

p.197). 

The following is Jenner’s translation in comparison with the same verse 

discussed earlier which Arthur Waley translated so well that Anthony C. Yu decided 

to copy directly. 

Chart 5 

雲迷山頂，霧罩林梢。若占雨澤，准在明朝。 

Mists hide the tree-tops, 

Clouds veil the hill. 

If you want rain to-morrow 

You shall have your fill. (Waley, p.97) 

Clouds obscure the mountain peak, mist covers the tree tops. 

If there is to be rain, it will certainly come tomorrow.  

(Jenner, p.317) 

 

It is unclear why Waley has the first two lines in reverse order, perhaps in an 

attempt to create the rhymes of “hill” and “fill.” As far as sentence order is concerned, 
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Jenner offers a more accurate translation. Also, Jenner’s choice of “to be” appears to 

be a better translation than Waley’s “want” for the word 占 which refers to the art of 

divination, not desire. In his recent article, Jenner also recalls that in the process of 

translating Xiyouji, the verse and descriptive parallel prose that came up every two or 

three pages posed big issues for him to resolve. It is his belief that, luckily, translating 

the verse in Xiyouji is not impossible for a translator without great poetry skills.  

R.E.H. also concludes that while Jenner’s translation of Journey to the West will 

never replace Yu's monumental translation, it is likely to appeal to a much broader 

audience and thus may spread notice of Xiyouji's infectious charm far more widely 

than would copious research notes and a less playful style (R.E.H., p.197).  

 

2.7 David Kherdian and His Adaptation  

 

 David Kherdian (born 1931) is an Armenian-American writer, poet, and editor, 

who has written scores of books with some of which illustrated by his wife Nonny 

Hogrogian. Kherdian is best known for his book The Road from Home: the Story of an 

Armenian Girl (Greenwillow Books, 1979) based on his mother’s childhood 

experience before and during the Armenian genocide that took place in 1915. The 

book has been published in most European countries and won Kherdian the 1979 

Boston Globe-Horn Book Award. Reissued several times in the United States, the 
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book has gained increasing popularity among middle school students. 

 David Kherdian’s Monkey—A Journey to the West (Boston: Shambala, 1992) is 

not a direct translation of Wu Cheng’en’s Xiyouji into English, but rather a retelling 

and adaptation of the story based on Anthony C. Yu’s and W.J.F. Jenner’s complete 

translations. As per the foreword, Kherdian holds the opinion that Authur Waley’s 

1943 translation tends to emphasize the text’s literary rather than spiritual 

dimension and skips much of the original narrative. In his own adaptation, Kherdian 

takes a somewhat more traditional approach and includes more of the original 

episodes in an abbreviated form in its 23 chapters. 

 But in reality, Kherdian chose to omit many stories from Xiyouji, as an example, 

Tang Taizong’s journey through hell from chapter 11, which was included in all the 

other four previous translations, was skipped by Kherdian completely. Referring to 

the table of contents of David Kherdian’s Monkey provided in Appendix i, it can be 

seen that chapters 1 to 9 focus on Sun Wukong the Monkey’s story, chapters 10 to 15 

explain the process of Tripikata’s journey to the West and taking in his disciples, 

chapters 16 to 20 tell the story of the Flaming Mountain and the Bull Demon, and 

finally the last 3 chapters act as the conclusion of the journey. By retaining only the 

core events that are related to Sun Wukong and his group members, Kherdian’s 

strategy is to put Sun Wukong the Monkey in the spotlight of his account of the story. 
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 As the latest version published in 1992, Kherdian’s approach in retelling the 

story of Xiyouji appears to be more colloquial and modern as far as his choice of 

words and expressions is concerned, and there is no shortage of examples 

throughout the book. In chapter 8, Bodhisattva Kuanyin 觀音菩薩 persuades Sun 

Wukong into escorting Tripitaka on his journey to the west by saying “When you 

become his disciple, and by observing and upholding the faith, you will enter again 

the Gates of Heaven. Are you willing? Can you do that?” (Kherdian, p.95) Yu’s 

strategy is changing the sentence into an imperative form by omitting the indirect 

question 如何 while on the other hand, Jenner’s version is “What do you say to that?” 

(Jenner, p.261) Kherdian’s style with the two consecutive questions of “Are you 

willing?” and “Can you do that?” replaces the sternness and poise in Kuanyin’s 

original tone with pleading and a bit of awkwardness. 

In chapter 12, Tripitaka and Sun Wukong meet with six armed bandits, who 

attack Sun Wukong with their weapons and all their might but cannot hurt him one 

bit. In Kherdian’s narrative, it reads, “After they had hacked away for ten minutes, 

they stopped.” (Kherdian, p.113) Compared with Yu’s translation of the Chinese 

original of 乒乒乓乓砍有七八十下 into “and hacked away seventy or eighty times” 

(Yu, p.307) and Jenner’s as “hacking wildly at his face, seventy or eighty blows 

crashed down on him” (Jenner, p.485), Kherdian’s “ten minutes” specifies and asserts 
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a precise modern sense of length of time instead of the counting of movements.  

In chapter 13, after being reprimanded by Tripitaka for killing the bandits, Sun 

Wukong abandons Tripitaka and takes off on his own. When encountering Kuanyin, 

Tipitaka explains, “I had a disciple,” Tripitaka said, “I picked him up a few days ago, 

but he was a rough and unruly chap, and terribly headstrong.” (Kherdian, p.116) And 

when encountering Kuanyin on his way back, Sun Wukong complains, “but I didn’t 

bargain on being scolded and nagged, so I gave him the slip.” (Kherdian, p.118) The 

“chap” and “gave him the slip” in these sentences are comparatively modern English 

usages. In chapter 15, when Zhu Bajie is told by Sun Wukong that he was traveling 

with a scripture-seeking pilgrim called Tripitaka, amidst their battle with each other, 

Zhu Bajie was so shocked that “the monster’s jaw dropped.” According to Merriam 

Webster dictionary, the first known use of the term “jaw-dropping” was in 1980, 

making it a relatively contemporary phrase. Sun Wukong and Zhu Bajie fight with the 

man-eating monster of the deep, Sha Wujing, as they meet for the first time without 

realizing that they have all been converted by Kuanyin to become Tripitaka’s 

followers. When Sha Wujing retreats and hides in deep water, Zhu Bajie blames Sun 

Wukong and says, “Hey brother, who asked you to butt in?” (Kherdian, p.135) In 

response to Sha Wujing’s comment of chopping up an old pig and serving with a 

fancy sauce, Zhu Bajie shouts furiously in reply, “I’m not a seasoned meat loaf to 
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satisfy a loathsome appetite, or a piece of bacon to be thrown on the fire and 

forgotten. If you want to taste something, take a lick of this muckrake.” (Kherdian, 

p.137) It should be obvious that Kherdian’s strategy is to incorporate quite modern 

and colloquial expressions into his dialogs. 

Kherdian’s adaptation contains several errors, unfortunately, perhaps due to his 

own misinterpretations or as a carry-over of the texts he referred to. An example of 

misinterpretation on Kherdian’s part can be found in the title of chapter 15: Pigsy and 

the Dragon of the River of Flowing Sands. What lives in the River of Flowing Sands 流

沙河 is the man-eating monster of Sha Wujing, not a dragon. And an example of 

remissness crops up in the content of chapter 15 where Sun Wukong plucked a hair 

from his side and turned it into a three-ply hemp rope to bind Zhu Bajie’s hands with. 

Once Zhu Bajie is taken to Tripitaka, he fell on his knees and “while he was 

kowtowing, Sun Wukong turned the binding cord back into a muckrake.” (Kherdian, 

p.132) In reality, the binding cord should turn back into a piece of his hair instead of a 

muckrake. Though no major or serious faults, mixups like these in Kherdian’s 

adaptation can mislead his readers. 

 As a poet himself, Kherdian puts his sense of poetry to use where he sees fit. 

Straight after Xuanzang frees Sun Wukong from the Mountain of Five Elements 五指

山 in chapter 14 and they continue on with the journey, a tiger appears to block their 
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way. While Xuanzang is frightened to death, Sun Wukong is excited as he plans to use 

the tiger’s skin to fashion himself some clothes. And with only one single blow of his 

cudgel in the tiger’s head, Sun Wukong kills the tiger on the spot. A short verse 

describes the horrific scene of the tiger’s exploding head in a somewhat comical way, 

as follows: 

Chart 6 

腦漿迸萬點桃紅，牙齒噴幾點玉塊。《西遊記第十四回頁五》 

The earth was spattered with its blood. (Waley, p.128) 

…one stroke caused its 

brain to burst out like ten thousand red petals of peach blossoms, 

and the teeth to fly out like so many pieces of white jade.  

(Yu, vol.1 p.301) 

Thousands of drops of red brain and  

many a pearly piece of tooth flew everywhere,  

(Jenner, vol.1 p.473) 

The blood gushed up like a spray of pomegranate blossoms,  

and the tiger’s teeth flew out into space like tiny meteors of white jade.  

(Kherdian, p. 110) 

 

 Arthur Waley chose not to skip this verse but he chose not to spend too much 

time translating it either, as can be seen above his translation falls really flat and 

unfaithful. In contrast, Anthony C. Yu’s translation of the verse stays faithful to the 

source text, but as it is a word for word translation, it is too rigid and fails to transfer 

the comical elements in the source text. And in Jenner’s translation, the metaphor of

桃 and is neglected and the metaphor of 玉 is replaced with “pearly” which is 

something of a different color and shape. 
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For these two sentences, Kherdian left out the numbers like “ten thousand” and 

“thousands of” as well as quantifiers like “many,” instead, he substituted them with 

“a spray of” and “tiny meteors.” He did not adopt either Yu’s or Jenner’s translation 

but created his own version and his is much more exaggerated and graphic but at the 

same time much more entertaining. He may be criticized for over-translation since 

phrases like “pomegranate,” “into space,” and “meteors” in his version are absent 

from the source text. However, his rendition of the sentences not only matches the 

horrific yet comical description of the source text but it also exhibits his own 

originality as a poet. Quite surprisingly, for some unknown reason, American poet 

Kherdian chooses to leave out most of the poems in his adaptation. Out of the 750 or 

more texts in verse imbedded in the story of Xiyouji, which are all translated by Yu 

and Jenner, Kherdian only retains five in his version. 

Kherdian’s strategy for handling the dialogues in his adaptation is to imbue 

them with stronger or even exaggerated tones. An example can be found in Xiyouji 

chapter 14, a group of robbers stop Xuanzang and Sun Wukong in an attempt to rob 

them of their belongings. 

Chart 7 

三藏道：「悟空，你想有些耳閉，他說教我們留馬匹、行李，

你倒問他要甚麼衣服盤纏。」《西遊記第十四回頁十一》 

“Wu-k’ung,” said Tripitaka, “you must be a little hard of hearing! 

They told us to leave our bag and our horse, and you want to ask 

them for clothes and a travel allowance?” (Yu, p.307) 
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“Are you deaf, Wukong?” the other asked. “They told us to give 

them our horse and luggage, so how can you ask them for 

clothes and money?” (Jenner, p.483)  

“Are you mad?” Tripitaka cried. “Are you deaf? Didn’t you hear 

what they said? They said they are robbing us, but you are 

making it sound like we are about to rob them.” (Kherdian, p.111) 

 

 Yu’s translation “you must be a little hard of hearing” truthfully reflects the 

gentleman and sometimes cowardly side of Xuanzang, a.k.a. Tripitaka. In Jenner’s 

translation, the addition of the name “Wukong?” to “Are you deaf,” also slightly 

softens the tone of the speaker. However, in Kherdian’s version, Xuanzang is 

portrayed as an over-reacting and somewhat psychotic man. As Kherdian claims, his 

adaptation is based on Yu’s and Jenner’s translations. As far as the dialogues in the 

story are concerned, Kherdian seems to adopt a freer and a more lively way of 

presentation, while Yu and Jenner, as translators, are more tied down by the source 

texts.  

In America, after the recent retelling of the story of Xiyouji by David Kherdian, 

the story of Monkey is adapted both as a serial comic for adults by Milo Manara and 

Silverio Pisu, the Ape (New York: Catalan, 1986), and as a children's story by Aaron 

Shepard, Monkey: A Superhero Tale of China (Los Angeles: Skyhook, 2005). Monkey 

himself also has shown up as a character in a Sesame Street TV special and used as a 

design for an Office Assistant for Microsoft Office (Pearson, p.355). 
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Chapter 3: Two Ci 

 

3.1 Definition of Ci as a Form of Poetry 

 

Chinese poetry enjoys a special status in Chinese literature and it comes in many 

forms as it can be written, spoken, chanted, and sung. In the Tang dynasty 

(618-907AD), the shi 詩 form for poetry is particularly well-noted, studied, and 

imitated. The abundance of rhymed and parallel structures of the Tang poetry earns 

it an important role in linguistics studies and has become a useful tool in 

reconstructing the Middle Chinese pronunciation. 

The Sung dynasty (960-1279AD) saw the maturation of the poetry form of ci 詞, 

which was a special type of lyric poetry. Originally, ci was written to be sung to a 

specific tune, using a poetic meter based on certain patterns of fixed-rhythm types. 

There existed approximately 800 of these set patterns and each was associated with 

a particular title, tune, rhythm, rhyme, and tempo; however, many of these patterns 

have disappeared with time. This explains why the title of a ci may look entirely 

different from its content, and it is not uncommon that multiple seemingly unrelated 

ci may share the same title.  

In the Yuan dynasty (1279-1368), poetry took the form of qu 曲,which was 

drama set to music. Each individual qu was restricted to one of nine modal key 
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selections and, similar to ci, one of two hundred plus tune patterns. Not merely a 

written form of literature, qu was often incorporated into drama, songs, and 

storytelling to be performed on stage. 

All these forms of Chinese poetry of shi, ci, and qu had unmeasurable influence 

on the scholars of the Ming dynasty (1368-1644AD) that followed. As an example of 

this, in Xiyouji alone Wu Cheng’en included more than 750 poems of various lengths 

and styles of shi, ci, and qu throughout the 100 chapters (Yu, preface). Some of them 

are only a few lines, while others are dozens of lines in length, with most of them 

being integral parts of the narrative of the whole story. Of the 750 poems in the 

original story, five of them are included in all the five English versions and will be 

used as the focuses for comparison and analysis for this research. Three of the 

poems are in the more recognizable shi format of five 五言 or seven 七言 characters 

per line and their translations will be discussed in the next chapter. In contrast, the 

other two poems are in a less rigid format without a set number of words per line, 

which are more suited to be referred to as ci, will be discussed in the following 

section of this chapter. 

 

3.2 An Example of Ci 

 

As mentioned previously, ingenious poetry of various lengths is strategically 
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placed among the narratives throughout the story of Xiyouji to portray the current 

scenery, moods, atmosphere, seasons, and environments surrounding the characters. 

Another excellent example of this can be found in chapter 9, where a short text in 

verse depicts the scenery of late spring. 

 

和風吹柳綠，細雨點花紅。 

《西遊記第九回頁三》 

 

The idiom 細雨和風 originated from a poem written by Wei Zhuang 韋莊

(836-910) from late Tang Dynasty. The phrase細雨means fine rain, and和風 refers to 

gentle breeze and has often been used as a synonym of spring wind. Willow trees 

sprout their new leaves in the spring and are often associated with the solar term of 

Qingming清明 in the Chinese culture. Thus, “和風吹柳綠” illustrates such scenery as 

willows sprouting new leaves in the pleasant spring breeze.  

Also a poet of late Tang Dynasty, Du Mu 杜牧(803-852) wrote a poem named 

Qingming and the first line 清明時節雨紛紛 has become a catchphrase to describe 

the light drizzle that often falls on around Qingming. The sentence 細雨點花紅

transmits the image that the spring flowers turn red in the light spring drizzle. 

Although it is not stated what type of flowers the 花 refers to, it is disclosed that the 

color of the flowers is red. Cherry blossoms and peonies have long been the 

representative flowers of March and April, respectively, and both are red in color. 
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The verbs in these sentences 吹 and 點 add a magical touch to the verse in a 

sense that the warm breeze seems to urge the willow trees to grow leaves while the 

light rain dots the flowers with patches of red. It looks as if the natural elements of 

wind and rain have some magical powers to color the trees and flowers and give life 

to them. Three translations of the verse are available for comparison as follows: 

Chart 8 

和風吹柳綠，細雨點花紅。 

A gentle wind fanned the green of the willows,  

a fine rain stabbed the red of the flowers. (Waley, p.86) 

A soft wind blew to green the willows,  

and a fine rain spotted to redden the flowers. (Yu, vol.1 p.200) 

Warm breezes were coaxing the willows into green,  

and light rain was touching the blossoms with red. (Jenner, vol.1, p.271) 

 

Arthur Waley’s translation makes up a beautiful verse in its own right as his 

strategy draws a poetic scene with the willows being fanned by the wind and the 

flowers turning brighter red after each stab of the needle-like raindrop as if they 

were bleeding. It is a beautiful translation in a way that it helps a reader compose a 

mental image of ink and water painting with movements of the swaying willow and 

rain falling on flowers. But in this translation, the life giving moments are 

missing—the willows were already green before the wind fanned and the flowers 

were already red before the rain stabbed.  

In contrast, Yu and Jenner are both successful in conveying the life giving 
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moments in their translations. In Anthony C. Yu’s translation, the phrases “blew to 

green” and “spotted to redden” successfully capture the magical powers the wind 

and the rain both appear to possess. It almost feels like the sole purpose of the soft 

wind and fine rain in Yu’s translation was to bring life to the plants. Although Yu’s 

translation of this verse proves to be quite successful, his choice of words such as 

“blew” and “spotted” seems to be more practical than poetic. In contrast, despite 

W.J.F. Jenner’s more careful choice of words such as “warm breeze,” “coax,” “touch,” 

and “blossoms,” there is a sense of confusion in his translation. As warm breezes 

were coaxing the willows into green and light rain was touching the blossoms with 

red, one cannot help but wonder what original colors the willows and the blossoms 

were before they were forcibly turned into green and red. Based on the above three 

translations by Waley, Yu, and Jenner, it can be observed that the translator’s 

perspectives are indeed translated into their translations. 

Actions such as 吹 and 點 in Chinese are not so difficult to translate into English 

as those are common movements and have direct equivalence in the English 

language to closely match their meanings. Nevertheless, many verbs that are used in 

Xiyouji need to be categorized as cultural specific terms that are used specifically by 

the Chinese and can be quite tricky to translate into English. In Xiyouji chapter 8, Zhu 

Bajie meets Kuanyin 觀音菩薩 and explains that, before becoming a pig demon and 
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festering the vicinity of the Fuling Mountain, he used to be a marshal in Heaven and 

that the reason for his eviction from Heaven was because he, in modern day English, 

got drunk 帶酒 and sexually harassed 戲弄 Chang’e, the Moon Goddess. Zhu Bajie’s 

account of the incident is as follows: 

Chart 9 

只因帶酒戲弄嫦娥，玉帝把我打了兩千鎚，貶下凡塵。 

《西遊記第八回頁十二》 

But getting drunk, I made love to some of the fairies, and was expelled 

back to earth. (Richard, p.114) 

But one day I got a bit drunk and misbehaved with the Goddess of the 

Moon. For this the Jade Emperor had me soundly thrashed and banished 

me to the world below. (Waley, p.81-82) 

Because I got drunk and dallied with the Goddess of the Moon, the Jade 

Emperor had me beaten with a mallet two thousand times and banished 

me to the world of dust. (Yu, vol.1, p.192) 

Because I took some wine to seduce the moon maiden, the Jade Emperor 

sentenced me to two thousand hammer blows and exile in the mortal 

world. (Jenner, vol.1, p.255) 

One day I got a little drunk and became cozy with the Goddess of the 

Moon. For this the Jade Emperor had me beaten two thousand times with 

a mallet and then banished me to the Lower Regions. (Kherdian, p.92) 

 

 Although Richard’s translation may strike one as blunt, it must be taken into 

account that the meanings of certain English phrases have changed with time. 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, “make love to” has a dated meaning of 

“paying amorous attention to someone.” In this particular sense, Richard’s rendition 

of “I made love to some of the fairies” falls short of accurately reflecting the meaning 

of 戲弄嫦娥 since paying amorous attention to some fairies deviates from the source 
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text. In addition, “back to earth” in Richard’s translation points out specifically that 

Zhu Bajie originally came from the human world, while in fact, he was always a 

general in heaven. 

 Yu’s translation of “dallied with” appears to wrongly imply that the Goddess of 

the Moon had a certain level of willingness to be involved in Zhu’s act. Though “the 

world of dust” in the same sentence is may be a nice direct translation of 凡塵, the 

foreignization technique may appear somewhat misleading to English readers as to 

what exactly the world of dust means. Jenner’s “seduce” creates the same problem 

of hinting mutual willingness to partake in the action, and the words “took some 

wine to” and “moon maiden” are clearly mistranslations of 帶酒 and 嫦娥; however, 

his rendering of “exile in the mortal world” is spot on for 貶下凡塵. Kherdian’s choice 

of using vague terms such as “become cozy with” and “Lower Regions” fails to help 

readers understand the sentence better. 

Zhu Bajie’s behavior must have been deemed such a serious crime in Heaven 

that it caused him to be banished to Earth. Apparently Zhu Bajie is not ashamed of 

sharing this piece of information with others although he tries to tone it down and 

make it appear to be of a lesser offense. It is worth mentioning that the word 只 at 

the beginning of the sentence is regrettably left out in all the versions, it conveys a 

significant implication that Zhu Bajie is resentful of the severe punishments he 
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received which he deemed disproportionate to his behavior. It is the author’s belief 

that, of the five versions, Waley’s choices of “a bit,” “misbehaved,” “for this,” and 

“soundly” stay the most faithful to Zhu Bajie’s original tone—a near shameless 

statement to downplay his own misdeed. 

 Making comparisons of all five translations simultaneously offers great access 

and an overall view to each translator’s strategies and perspectives in handling the 

source texts and in producing the target texts. In the following sections, the 

translation of the two ci which are available in all five English versions of Xiyouji will 

be compared and contrasted. Strengths and weaknesses in each version will be 

discussed; in addition, attention will be directed to the strategies and techniques that 

the translators use to solve translation problems, and how some of them build their 

versions upon previous ones. 

 

3.3 Ci Number One 

 

In chapter 2, Sun Wukong’s teacher Subhuti 須菩提, as he wakes from his sleep 

while Sun Wukong awaits outside his room, is heard reciting the following ci: 

 

「難！難！難！道最玄，莫把金丹作等閑。 

不遇至人傳妙訣，空言口困舌頭乾！」 

《西遊記》第二回頁五  
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The verses of the ci describes how difficult it is to understand tao 道, to learn 

the mystery of immortality, and only to a perfect candidate is it worth the effort of 

revealing the secret. But since right after this ci is recited, Subhuti is impressed with 

both Sun Wukong’s inner brilliance and determination in seeking immortality and 

decides to unveil to Sun Wukong the secret of tao, the ci is imbedded with reverse 

psychology to arouse Sun Wukong’s curiosity and is recited in a sarcastic and enticing 

way. The possible problems a translator may encounter in translating this ci lie in the 

words and phrases of 道,金丹,等閒, and 至人. 

Chart 10 

Ci Number 1: Timothy Richard’s Translation 

難！難！難！ 

道最玄， 

莫把金丹作等閑。 

不遇至人傳妙訣， 

空言口困舌頭乾！ 

Hard it is, hard it is, 

Mystery of mysteries to solve. 

The Golden Pill give out to man with care. 

The faithless can ne’er prize the gift divine. 

Your breath is spent, you preach in vain. 

(Richard, p.14) 

 

The duplicate “hard it is” is hardly the best translation for the triplicate 難 when 

taken into consideration that the translation turns three words into two sentences. 

The phrase “mystery of mysteries” indeed transfers the concept of the greatest 

mystery of all, unfortunately, the translation of “mystery of mysteries to solve” is 

difficult to understand and fails to explain any part of 道最玄 accurately. The word 

choices of “faithless” and “gift divine” in line 4 along with “preach” in line 5 seem to 
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be pure reflections of Richard’s own religious beliefs again. All in all, Richard’s 

translation of this ci is accessible with nice rhymes “care” and “vain,” but it falls short 

in conveying the key meanings of the source text.  

Chart 11 

Ci Number 1: Arthur Waley’s Translation 

難！難！難！ 

道最玄， 

莫把金丹作等閑。 

不遇至人傳妙訣， 

空言口困舌頭乾！ 

Hard, very hard! 

The Way is most secret. 

Never handle the Golden Elixir as though it were a mere toy! 

He who to unworthy ears entrusts the dark truths 

To no purpose works his jaws and talks his tongue dry. 

(Waley, p.23) 

 

Though “Hard, very hard!” is a nice translation for 難!難!難!, it is common sense 

that “very” is not so much of a meaningful word. With a simple search on Google, 

one can easily find websites titled 45 ways to avoid using the word “very” or 128 

words to use instead of “very” and so on. Nevertheless, Waley’s “Hard, very hard!” is 

an improvement when compared to Richard’s double “Hard it is!” It is a pity that the 

source text 至人 is greatly reduced to “worthy ears” in English, only two small body 

parts of a whole person. In addition, the phrase “dark truths” in the fourth line is a 

strange translation for 妙訣 which is a highly sought-after secret of immortality while 

a dark truth may embody a negative meaning or ill intent. 

Apart from a few minor issues, Waley’s translation of the ci is of good quality. 

For example, his rendition of “The Way is most secret,” is such a great translation for 
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道最玄 that it is used as a basic design for later versions. The metaphor of “a mere 

toy” and the phrase of “to no purpose” explain clearly the meanings of the 

respective elements. It can be concluded that Waley, instead of opting for a word for 

word translation strategy, chose to adopt a free translation style for this ci and at the 

same time stay faithful to the meanings of the source text. 

Chart 12 

Ci Number 1: Anthony C. Yu’s Translation 

難！難！難！ 

道最玄， 

莫把金丹作等閑。 

不遇至人傳妙訣， 

空言口困舌頭乾！ 

Hard! Hard! Hard! 

The Way is most obscure! 

Deem not the gold elixir a common thing. 

He who imparts dark mysteries not to a perfect man 

Is bound to make words empty, the mouth tired, and the 

tongue dry! (Yu, vol.1 p.87) 

 

 It must be pointed out that “Hard! Hard! Hard!” is an excellent translation for 

the triplicate 難!. It can be observed that Yu not only built upon Waley’s translation 

to come up with his own version, but also incorporated his own perspectives into the 

translation of the verses. In the second line, “The Way is the most obscure!” Waley’s 

“secret” is replaced with Yu’s “obscure” which has an etymological meaning of “dark” 

or “cover” and is a better translation for the word “玄” and is adopted by both 

Jenner and Kherdian in their later versions. Yu makes an effort in handling the minor 

details in the source text, for example, he uses the word “not” twice in the 

translation to represent the negations of 莫 and 不 from the source text. The 
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construction of “deem not” is reminiscent of John F. Kennedy’s 1961 inaugural 

address, but unfortunately the structure of “not to a perfect man” does not work as 

well. He also puts more work into the translation of the last line, ensuring that all the 

three elements in the source text are represented in his translation: “make words 

empty” for 空言, “the mouth tired” for 口困, and lastly “the tongue dry” for 舌頭乾, 

but even so, it is a pity that the last line is somewhat illogical. 

Yu’s translation of the ci is not an upgrade from Waley’s, and a few parts can do 

with some revision, namely the phrases of “gold elixir,” “a common thing,” and “dark 

mysteries.” The combination of “gold” and “elixir” may be interpreted as an elixir 

made of gold which deviates from the original source text 金丹, there is certainly a 

more specific word for use than the word “thing,” and lastly, “dark mysteries” still 

carries a similarly negative connotation and is not much of an improvement from 

Waley’s version of “dark truths.” 

Chart 13 

Ci Number 1: W.J.F. Jenner’s Translation 

難！難！難！道最玄， 

莫把金丹作等閑。 

不遇至人傳妙訣， 

空言口困舌頭乾！ 

 

It’s hard, hard, hard. The Way is very obscure, 

Don’t make light of the Gold and the Cinnabar. 

To teach miraculous spells to any but the Perfect Man, 

Is to tire the voice and dry the tongue in vain. 

(Jenner, vol.1 p.47) 

 

The phrase jindan 金丹 is not only a cultural specific term but it is also closely 

associated with Taoism and Chinese alchemy, and it generally refers to the target of 
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reaching immortality through enlightenment and arduous training or the intake of 

unique substances obtained in nature. It is explained in Xiyouji chapter 5 as Sun 

Wukong, being drunk from consuming all the wine at the peach banquet, wanders 

into Taishang Laojun’s 太上老君 Doulu Palace and discovers all the precious jindan 

that Laojun has taken pains to concoct and has stored in guard bottles: 

 

這大聖直至丹房裏面，尋訪不遇。但見丹灶之傍，爐中有火。爐左右 

安放著五個葫蘆，葫蘆裏都是煉就的金丹。大聖喜道：「此物乃仙家之 

至寶。老孫自了道以來，識破了內外相同之理，也要煉些金丹濟人， 

不期到家無暇。今日有緣，卻又撞著此物。趁老子不在，等我吃他幾 

丸嘗新。」他就把那葫蘆都傾出來，就都吃了，如吃炒豆相似。 

 

 The passage reveals the concepts that jindan is named the most prized treasure 

in heaven and the appearance and taste resemble those of fried beans. We also learn 

from the later chapters that Sun Wukong’s body becomes indestructible after 

ingesting all five bottles of Laojun’s jindan. All the other translators referred to jindan 

as an elixir of a golden color, which is a domestication strategy that makes the 

concept more easily comprehensible to English readers, making it a nice translation. 

However, Jenner’s rendition of “the Gold and the Cinnabar” appears to be a different 

approach and treats the phrase of jindan as two separate items with proper nouns. 

In ancient Chinese alchemy, gold and cinnabar were the most sought-after 

substances to manipulate and ingest. It was believed that through the refinement 

and ingestion of gold and cinnabar, which had a spiritual value, life could be 
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elongated. The reality was ironic though, as cinnabar contained high levels of 

mercury, those who ingested it were actually committing slow suicide. 

 Jenner’s translation of the ci is mostly on target: “make light of” for 等閒, “the 

Gold and the Cinnabar” for 金丹, “miraculous spells” for 妙訣, and the final “in vain” 

adds a nice finishing touch to the last line. R.E.H. compliments Jenner in his article 

Havoc in Heaven: Adventures of the Monkey King by W. J. F. Jenner that a more 

scholarly approach would inevitably help Jenner to improve his version, but still his 

translation is rarely grossly inaccurate and does in fact approach standard for 

smoothness and lightness established by Arthur Waley in his Monkey (R.E.H., p.197). 

Jenner’s translation of this ci exhibits his ability in scholarly approach and the 

smoothness and lightness of his translation is comparable to those of Arthur Waley’s. 

Chart 14 

Ci Number 1: David Kherdian’s Adaptation 

難！難！難！ 

道最玄， 

莫把金丹作等閑。 

不遇至人傳妙訣， 

空言口困舌頭乾！ 

Hard! Hard! Hard! 

The Way is most obscure. 

The Golden Elixir must be secret and sacred. 

To teach the dark mysteries to the imperfect man 

Is to confront the jaw, confuse the tongue, 

And tire the brain. 

(Kherdian, p.17) 

 

 On the whole, as an adaptation and the latest published version of Xiyouji, 

Kherdian has the advantage of using previous translations as references. Kherdian’s 

adaptation of this ci is somewhat successful in blending some of the strengths of the 
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previous translations and, as a poet himself, incorporating new elements into it. For 

example, the expansion on “secret and sacred” adds a fun twist of alliteration to 

Waley’s version of “secret.” The combination of “the imperfect man” does not work 

well in the ci as it is too specific, perhaps “an imperfect man” is a better substitute. 

Kherdian shows his creativity in the last line by using “confront the jaw,” “confuse the 

tongue,” and “tire the brain,” even though the jaw and the brain are absent from the 

source text. This shows that as Kherdian rewrites the story based on previous 

translations, he does not refer to and is not affected by the source text, hence, his 

style becomes too free. 

 

3.4 Ci Number Two 

 

The second ci to be discussed is taken from Xiyouji chapter one where Sun 

Wukong spends a dozen years traveling across vast lands and seas in search for an 

immortal in the hopes of learning the secret of conquering death. As he wanders 

through a forest on top of a high mountain, he hears someone singing. The person 

singing a rhyme is a woodcutter whom has been taught a ci named Garden Full of 

Blossoms 滿庭芳 by a neighbor residing on the same mountain, and it is later 

revealed to Sun Wukong that the neighbor is the Taoist immortal, Subhuti. The lyrics 

of the song are as follows: 
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「觀棋柯爛，伐木丁丁，雲邊谷口徐行。賣薪沽酒，狂笑自陶情。 

蒼逕秋高，對月枕松根，一覺天明。認舊林，登崖過嶺，持斧斷枯籐。 

收來成一擔，行歌市上，易米三升。更無些子爭競，時價平平。 

不會機謀巧算，沒榮辱，恬淡延生。相逢處，非仙即道，靜坐講黃庭。」 

《西遊記》第一回頁十二 

 

  The verses reflect the woodcutter’s philosophy towards life on top of his daily 

routine—collecting firewood in the forest, trading it in the market for rice and wine, 

leading a simple lifestyle, and befriending immortals with whom he discusses the 

secret of immortality. One major difficulty in translating this ci appears to be the 

translation of the phrase 黃庭 which refers to a Taoist study of immortality. 

Chart 15 

Ci Number 2: Timothy Richard’s Translation 

觀棋柯爛， 

伐木丁丁， 

雲邊谷口徐行。 

賣薪沽酒， 

狂笑自陶情。 

蒼逕秋高， 

對月枕松根， 

一覺天明。 

認舊林， 

登崖過嶺， 

持斧斷枯籐。 

收來成一擔， 

行歌市上， 

易米三升。 

更無些子爭競， 

時價平平。 

不會機謀巧算， 

沒榮辱，恬淡延生。 

相逢處，非仙即道， 

When chess I play the haft is burnt, 

The trees are felled all one by one. 

I pass the clouds and slowly mount 

I sell the wood and buy my wine 

I laugh with joy and cry self saved 

The way to heaven in harvest moon. 

I sleep at foot of Tree of Life. 

When I awake ‘tis heavenly day. 

Old trees I know, steep hills I climb, 

Beyond the pass make for the plain. 

With hatchet cut the withering vines, 

A bundle make of all my lot, 

Then sing away on road to mart. 

I buy my pints of daily rice, 

And then, why grudge I have no more? 

My price is fair, my price is fair. 

Why should I worry to increase 

My fame or shame? Quite calm I live, 

Whoe’er I meet Immortal is, 
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靜坐講黃庭。」 We sit and talk of heavenly themes. 

(Richard, p.8) 

 

 There are a few mistranslations in Timothy Richard’s translation of this ci. First 

of all, that Richard translated 柯爛 into “the haft is burnt” is apparently erroneous, as

觀棋柯爛 refers to the woodsman’s act of spending such a long time watching 

people play go that the handle of his axe starts to rot. It is a metaphor to describe the 

easy and slow-paced lifestyle the woodsman leads and has nothing to do with the 

handle of his axe being burnt. Also, the phrase 丁丁 is an onomatopoeia for the 

sound of chopping wood, but the sound is wrongly replaced with “all one by one.” 

Richard’s translation of “why grudge I have no more” for 無些子爭競 misses the 

point as the source text states that there is nobody else to compete with him selling 

firewood in the marketplace. And since it is firewood that the woodsman is selling, 

the price 時價 for such ordinary item remains average 平平. Instead of a complaint, 

the tone of 時價平平 in the ci is more of a statement of contentment. In contrast, 

Richard’s translation of “my price is fair” in duplicate makes it sound like the 

woodsman is reassuring his buyers that the price he asks for is reasonable. 

 One also cannot help but spot in Richard’s translation all the Christian 

terminology used for translating the verse: “cry self saved” for 自陶情, “the way to 

heaven” for蒼逕, “tree of life” for松, “heavenly day” for天明, “immortal” for仙 and
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道, and last but not least, “heavenly themes” for 黃庭. Richard’s strategy in 

translating this ci is still Christian-oriented and based heavily on his religious beliefs 

and perspectives, and there is no specific logic behind what types of phrases might 

trigger his unique strategy. Richard is more focused on inserting his own points of 

view into his translation than manifesting the easygoing, carefree, and worry-free 

Taoist lifestyle and belief that are so apparent in this ci. 

Chart 16 

Ci Number 2: Arthur Waley’s Translation 

觀棋柯爛，伐木丁丁，雲邊谷口徐行。 

賣薪沽酒，狂笑自陶情。 

蒼逕秋高，對月枕松根，一覺天明。 

認舊林，登崖過嶺，持斧斷枯籐。 

收來成一擔，行歌市上，易米三升。 

更無些子爭競，時價平平。 

不會機謀巧算，沒榮辱，恬淡延生。 

相逢處，非仙即道，靜坐講黃庭。 

I hatchet no plot, I scheme no scheme; 

Fame and shame are one to me, 

A simple life prolongs my days. 

Those I meet upon my way 

Are Immortals, one and all, 

Who from their quiet seats expound 

The Scriptures of the Yellow Court. 

(Waley, p.16) 

 

 Arthur Waley chose not to translate the verses in full, but instead, he decided to 

freely create his own version of a concise ci by leaving out most of the mundane 

details of the woodsman’s life. However, the woodsman’s seemingly uneventful 

lifestyle reflects some of the core values of Taoism like minimizing desires, obtaining 

peace of mind, and maintaining innocence. Though the woodsman lives an ordinary 

life, his extraordinary philosophy towards life manifests itself in the words of the 

verses, and unfortunately, much of this is lost in Waley’s translation. 
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Waley must have misunderstood the meaning of 靜坐 in the last line as he 

translated it into “from their quiet seats expound the Scriptures of the Yellow Court,” 

his translation of “quiet seats” is mistaken. In 靜坐講黃庭, the phrases of 靜坐 and

講 are actually two different actions, the immortals the woodsman encounters would 

both “meditate” and “discuss” the scriptures of the Yellow Court. Waley’s “expound” 

implies that a specific person of the group teaches and explains the scriptures, which 

is an explicit assumption that is not seen in the source text. 

Chart 17 

Ci Number 2: Anthony C. Yu’s Translation 

觀棋柯爛， 

伐木丁丁， 

雲邊谷口徐行。 

賣薪沽酒， 

狂笑自陶情。 

蒼逕秋高， 

對月枕松根， 

一覺天明。 

認舊林， 

登崖過嶺， 

持斧斷枯籐。 

收來成一擔， 

行歌市上， 

易米三升。 

更無些子爭競， 

時價平平。 

不會機謀巧算， 

沒榮辱， 

恬淡延生。 

相逢處， 

非仙即道， 

靜坐講黃庭。 

I watch chess games, my ax handle’s rotted. 

I chop at wood, chêng-chêng the sound. 

I walk slowly by the cloud’s fringe at the valley’s entrance. 

Selling my firewood to buy some wine, 

I am happy and laugh without restraint. 

When the path is frosted in autumn’s height, 

I face the moon, my pillow the pine root. 

Sleeping till dawn 

I find my familiar woods. 

I climb the plateaus and scale the peaks 

To cut dry creepers with my ax. 

When I gather enough to make a load, 

I stroll singing through the marketplace 

And trade it for three pints of rice, 

With nary the slightest bickering 

Over a price so modest. 

Plots and schemes I do not know; 

Without vainglory or attaint 

My life’s prolonged in simplicity. 

Those I meet, 

If not immortals, would be Taoists, 

Seated quietly to expound the Yellow Court. 
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(Yu, vol.1 p.77) 

 

 Anthony C. Yu took great care to translate the second ci, and his translation is 

more successful in conveying the overall meanings and the key concepts when 

compared to the preceding translations done by Timothy Richard and Arthur Waley; 

however, Yu’s translation still has room for improvement. Yu translated伐木丁丁 into 

“I chop at wood, chêng-chêng the sound,” The word chêng-chêng is such a bizarre 

onomatopoeia that not many English readers can relate it to the act of wood 

chopping. Yu’s translation of “the path is frosted in autumn’s height” is a confusing 

mistranslation because in the source text of 蒼逕秋高 there is a lack of reference for 

frost, and the word “height” is a direct and inaccurate translation of 高. 

 The main problem with Yu’s translation of the second ci is in “with nary the 

slightest bickering over a price so modest” for 更無些子爭競時價平平 with the 

archaic word of “nary” that is a bit difficult to understand. Yu’s translation puts in 

focus the fact that one batch of firewood can only be traded for three pints of rice, as 

a result, no one else is interested in the trade. On the contrary, the source text 

emphasizes the fact that for a lack of competition, the woodsman is content with 

trading one batch of firewood for three pints of rice. The sense of satisfaction and 

gratitude is completely lost in Yu’s translation.  

 In Yu’s notes, he writes “the Yellow Court is a Taoist classic, generally regarded as 
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one of the five major canonical texts of Taoism.” (Yu, vol.1, p.505) The Yellow Court 

Classic 黃庭經 is a Chinese meditation text which is composed of two parts, the 

External and Internal Scenery Scriptures. The literal meaning of “Yellow Court” refers 

to the central hall of an imperial palace where the emperor and ministers gather to 

try to understand the will of the Heavens. However, since the scriptures of the classic 

includes instructions on how to rejuvenate one’s internal organs and appearance as 

well as elongate one’s life through the practice of meditation, the term “Yellow Court” 

is often used as a reference to the Taoist study of immortality.  

Chart 18 

Ci Number 2: W.J.F. Jenner’s Translation 

觀棋柯爛， 

伐木丁丁， 

雲邊谷口徐行。 

賣薪沽酒， 

狂笑自陶情。 

蒼逕秋高， 

對月枕松根， 

一覺天明。 

認舊林， 

登崖過嶺， 

持斧斷枯籐。 

收來成一擔， 

行歌市上， 

易米三升。 

更無些子爭競， 

時價平平。 

不會機謀巧算， 

沒榮辱， 

恬淡延生。 

相逢處， 

Watching the chess game I cut through the rotten, 

Felling trees, ding, ding, 

Strolling at the edge of the cloud and the mouth of the valley, 

I sell firewood to buy wine, 

Cackling with laughter and perfectly happy. 

 

I pillow myself on a pine root, looking up at the moon. 

When I wake up it is light, 

Recognizing the old forest 

I scale cliffs and cross ridges, 

Cutting down withered creepers with my axe. 

When I’ve gathered a basketful 

I walk down to the market with a song, 

And trade it for three pints of rice. 

Nobody else competes with me, 

So prices are stable. 

I don’t speculate or try sharp practice, 

Couldn’t care less what people think of me, 

Calmly lengthening my days. 

The people I meet 
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非仙即道， 

靜坐講黃庭。 

 

Are Taoists and Immortals, 

Sitting quietly and expounding the Yellow Court. 

(Jenner, vol.1 p.27) 

 

 Compared with Yu’s version, W.J.F. Jenner’s translation of “nobody else 

competes with me so prices are stable” is more faithful to the source text. It is 

obvious that Jenner has a serious misunderstanding of the meaning of 柯爛 and his 

rendition of “I cut through the rotten” shows his confusion. Jenner’s translation of 

the onomatopoeia of 丁丁 also fails because “ding, ding” simply does not remind 

anyone of the sound of chopping wood. The word “cackle” means “to laugh in a loud, 

harsh way” which has a negative connotation, yet the source text transmits a 

contagious laughter of happiness after a few rounds of wine. Jenner’s “I pillow myself 

on a pine root” is a very interesting translation strategy which converts pillow from a 

noun into a verb, it is unconventional and one may argue that the combination of “I 

pillow myself” makes no sense in English though, a strategy like this should be 

allowed in poetry.  

 Both Yu and Jenner translated 棋 into “chess,” and 講 into “expound.” The 

word “chess” creates a modern Western atmosphere, and since a game of chess is 

usually not played as leisurely as a game of go which can easily take up half a day or 

longer to finish, the imagery of “chess” certainly goes against other hints of a 

slow-paced life in the verse. Arthur Waley’s translation of “expound” is obviously 
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where Yu and Jenner got their inspiration from. The word “expound” refers to the 

action of “explaining the meaning in detail” and though the word 講 indeed has an 

implication of explaining, it is in fact closer in meaning to “discuss” in this ci. Waley’s 

influence on Yu’s and Jenner’s translation can also be seen from the mistranslation of

靜坐 as Yu’s is “seated quietly” and Jenner’s is “sitting quietly,” both have been 

swayed by Waley’s rendition of “quiet seats.” 

Yu’s and Jenner’s translations are neck and neck in transferring the key points 

and main elements from the source text of this ci. Unfortunately, they each have 

their own strengths and weaknesses, perhaps by combining all their strengths a 

nearly flawless translation may be derived. Which leads to the point that it is such a 

great pity that David Kherdian, whose adaptation of the second ci will be discussed 

next, has neglected to adopt the strengths in Yu’s and Jenner’s translations but chose 

to produce his own freer version instead. 

Chart 19 

Ci Number 2: David Kherdian’s Adaptation 

觀棋柯爛，伐木丁丁，雲邊谷口徐行。 

賣薪沽酒，狂笑自陶情。 

蒼逕秋高，對月枕松根，一覺天明。 

認舊林，登崖過嶺，持斧斷枯籐。 

收來成一擔，行歌市上，易米三升。 

更無些子爭競，時價平平。 

不會機謀巧算，沒榮辱，恬淡延生。 

相逢處，非仙即道，靜坐講黃庭。 

Happy and without woes of any kind, 

With ax in hand along my simple way, 

Singing through the marketplace, 

I barter wood for three pints of rice. 

Free of scheming and plotting and with 

Simplicity my life’s intention, 

I meet Immortals everywhere I go 

Expounding the Yellow Court. 

(Kherdian, p.8) 
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 David Kherdian’s adaptation of the second verse is a disappointment. Kherdian 

claims in the foreword of his Monkey: a Journey to the West that his adaptation is 

based on the two complete translations of Yu’s and Jenner’s, but it is noticeable that 

Kherdian’s approach in handling this ci goes against his claim. His strategy, much 

more similar to Arthur Waley’s, is to greatly condense the ci to only 7 or 8 lines by 

expunging many of the details in it, however, most of the key elements are lost 

during this process. 
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Chapter 4: Three Shi 

 

4.1 Definition of Shi as a Form of Poetry 

 

In the following sections, the translations of three selected poems that are 

available in all five English versions of Xiyouji will be analyzed and compared. These 

poems, or shi, are in the more rigid formats of five 五言 or seven 七言 words per line 

that became popular in the Tang Dynasty. Strengths and weaknesses in each 

translation of each shi will be examined; furthermore, extra attention will be paid to 

the strategies and techniques that the translators use to solve translation problems 

they encounter. 

 

4.2 Shi Number One 

 

 In chapter 22, after Xuanzang takes Sun Wukong and Zhu Bajie to be his 

disciples, they soon come to the shore of the River of Quicksands 流沙河 where the 

third disciple, a man-eating river monster, awaits their arrival. It is said that the river 

not only looks like a vast ocean but nothing, even an object as light as a feather, can 

stay afloat in the water. A shi is provided in portrayal of the predicament that 

Xuanzang and his disciples are faced with in crossing this river before they are able to 

continue on their journey:  
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八百流沙界，三千弱水深。 

鵝毛飄不起，蘆花定底沉。 

《西遊記》第二十二回頁一 

 

 It is explained before the shi that the River of Quicksands is approximately 800 li

里 wide and 3,000 li deep. Whereas every culture has its own various length 

measurements, the word li is a cultural specific term that has been used by the 

Chinese for thousands of years. The precise length of the unit li changed from one 

dynasty to another, but in general, one li is usually considered to roughly equal to 

what is 500 meters nowadays. Though, in a modern sense, the River of Quicksands 

itself is not necessarily 400 kilometers in width and 1,500 kilometers in depth, the 

phrases 八百 and 三千 simply describe the situation that the river is extremely wide 

and deep. 

Chart 20 

Shi Number 1: Timothy Richard’s Translation 

八百流沙界， 

三千弱水深。 

鵝毛飄不起， 

蘆花定底沉。 

Quicksands 800 li wide, 

Weak water 3,000 li deep 

It cannot float a feather, 

And a floating reed would sink.  

(Richard, p.119) 

 

Timothy Richard’s foreignization strategy of “800 li” and “3,000 li” in the shi 

reminds the readers that they are reading a translation, and placing numbers directly 

in a shi is quite strange. Since the word “li” is not a common phrase to English 
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readers at all, it may require a note. Though the translation reads well, it is neither 

impressive nor successful, and it contains a few possible problems. Firstly, if the 

water does not have enough buoyancy to float any object, then such an object as a 

“floating reed” seems illogical. The words “float” and “sink” are so contradictory that 

the phrase “a floating reed would sink” becomes somewhat of an oxymoronic 

statement. In addition, it is odd that the tenses of “cannot” and “would” do not 

agree, the past tense “would” casts doubt on the certainty of something sinking in 

the river, which deflects from the source text 定, meaning “definitely.” 

Chart 21 

Poem 1: Arthur Waley’s translation 

八百流沙界， 

三千弱水深。 

鵝毛飄不起， 

蘆花定底沉。 

In the Floating Sands, eight hundred wide, 

In the Dead Waters, three thousand deep, 

A goose-feather will not keep afloat, 

A rush-flower sinks straight to the bottom.  

(Waley, p.159) 

 

 Waley translated 流沙 and 弱水 into the proper names of “the Floating Sands” 

and “the Dead Waters” respectively. The phrase “Dead Waters” works better than 

Richard’s “weak water” not only because weak water sounds strange but also 

because the phrase “dead waters” creates a spooky feeling, which matches the 

atmosphere around the River of Quicksands. However, “Floating Sands” contains the 

similar logical error as Richard’s “floating reed” as explained earlier. Waley’s 

implementation of the word “straight” in the last line is a nice take on the word 定
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though it is not precise.  

Unlike Richard, Waley chose to leave out the length measurement of li. Though 

it is tempting to state that without any length measurement, the grandeur of the 

River of Quicksands is lost in Waley’s translation. But in fact, though Richard’s 

translation does include the measurement of li, “800 li wide and 3,000 li deep” does 

not make much sense to an English reader unless a note is provided or a reader has 

some background trivial knowledge about the concept of li. With that in mind, 

Waley’s decision to leave out the length measurement may not have so much of a 

negative effect on a reader’s understanding after all. 

Chart 22 

Shi Number 1: Anthony C. Yu’s Translation 

八百流沙界， 

三千弱水深。 

鵝毛飄不起， 

蘆花定底沉。 

These Flowing-Sand metes, eight hundred wide; 

These Weak Waters, three thousand deep. 

A goose feather cannot stay afloat; 

A rush petal will sink to the bottom.  

(Yu, vol.1 p.430) 

 

 The word “mete” has an archaic meaning of measuring out when used as a verb. 

It is not a common word though it can be found appearing a few times in the King 

James Bible, “For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what 

measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again.” (Matthew, 7:2) Yu’s strategy to 

add the word “mete” into the first verse is quite successful as it gives this shi an 

archaic ambience in a way similar to the scriptures in the Bible.  
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Yu’s choice of words for his translation of the shi is somewhat identical to 

Waley’s. Waley translated 蘆花 into “rush-flower,” and Yu decided to keep it in his 

translation with a slight alteration to “rush petal.” The strategy seems to be laziness 

on Yu’s part, since there is no such a thing as a rush-flower, a rush petal does not 

exist either. This is quite astonishing as both Waley and Yu are sure to understand 

that 蘆花 are reeds that commonly overgrow the banks of a river so can sometimes 

be seen flowing down a river. 

Chart 23 

Shi Number 1: W.J.F. Jenner’s Translation 

八百流沙界， 

三千弱水深。 

鵝毛飄不起， 

蘆花定底沉。 

Three hundred miles of flowing sands, 

Three thousand fathoms of weak water, 

On which a goose feather will not float, 

And the flow of a reed will sink.  

(Jenner, vol.2 p.731) 

 

 In Jenner’s translation, the numbers of 八百 and 三千 are converted into “three 

hundred miles” and “three thousand fathoms” respectively. Even though the 

conversions are inaccurate—three hundred miles roughly equals 500 kilometers and 

three thousand fathoms is only a bit more than 5 kilometers—starting the first two 

lines with “three hundred” and “three thousand” does provide the poem with a 

sense of unity. In the third line, the phrase “on which,” referring to the flowing sands 

and weak water, makes a clear connection between the first two and the last two 

sentences of the shi. Jenner and Richard are the only ones that translated 蘆花
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correctly into “reed.” Though what exactly cannot stay afloat and sinks right to the 

bottom of the River of Quicksands is trivial, it is a translator’s job to avoid making 

obvious mistranslation, especially when it comes to a simple noun phrase like a reed.  

On a side note, “flowing sands” is a direct translation of 流沙 and it brings the 

image of a wind-blown sand dune rather than the flowing of a river. And the main 

weakness in Jenner’s translation is in the final sentence, since the word “flow” is a 

repetition of the “flowing sands,” and the actual meaning of “the flow of a reed will 

sink” becomes confusing, does it mean that the reed will sink into the sand? 

Chart 24 

Shi Number 1: David Kherdian’s Adaptation 

八百流沙界， 

三千弱水深。 

鵝毛飄不起， 

蘆花定底沉。 

On these Floating Sands, eight hundred wide 

Weak waters flow, three thousand deep. 

On its surface not a goose feather floats 

While rush petals quickly sink to the deep. 

(Kherdian, p.134) 

 

David Kherdian, a poet himself, produced a shi that reads smoothly, with the 

implementation of rhymes of “deep” and “deep.” There may be a different choice of 

word to avoid using “deep” twice in this shi, it works nonetheless, and it is the only 

version of the five poems that rhymes. With thorough comparison, it becomes 

obvious that Kherdian based his rendition of the poem more on Yu’s translation than 

on Jenner’s. However, Kherdian changes Yu’s “flowing sand” into “floating sands” and 

with weak water flowing on top, he manages to turn the River of Quicksands into a 
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floating river, which strays far from the source text. This is another proof that since 

Kherdian does not read in Chinese, he bases his adaptation not on the source text 

but on previous translations as well as his own interpretation or sometimes 

misinterpretation of these translations, and periodically, errors occur. 

 Considering that a detailed description of the River of Quicksands is provided 

before and after this shi, the author of this research holds the opinion that the 

translation of the verses should be kept as concise as possible. The translators opted 

for different strategies in translating the cultural specific term 里. Richard used pinyin 

“li” in his translation of the poem, Jenner used the modern British measurement of 

“miles” and the nautical measure of “fathoms,” while the other translators decided 

to leave the unit out altogether. This leads to an interesting topic of translating 

culture specific terms.  

Cultural specific terms, such as the length measurement of 里, present special 

challenge to all translators alike, and they can be found in abundance throughout the 

story of Xiyouji. In chapter 12, when Kuanyin 觀音菩薩 and her disciple Hui’an 慧岸

first arrive in the Tang Capital of Chang’an in search of a scripture seeker, she offers 

for sale the cassock and the staff that the Buddha himself presented to her. Although 

still in much debate, the value of 一兩銀子 at the time of Tang Taizong’s Zhenguan 貞

觀 Era, one of the most economically prosperous golden ages in Chinese history, had 
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potent purchasing power and is calculated to equal to approximately what equals to 

US$600 nowadays. There is little wonder that when Kuanyin demands 五千兩 for the 

cassock which is worth around US$3 million now, and 兩千兩 for the staff which is 

about US$1.2 million now, the prices are considered insanely outrageous. 

Chart 25 

 

 

 

 

 

 

菩薩道:「袈裟五千兩， 

錫杖要兩千兩。」 

《西遊記第十二回頁十三》 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the embroidered cassock they asked 5,000 

taels, and for the nine ringed pastoral staff 2,000 

taels. (Richard, p.104) 

‘Five thousand pounds for the cassock and two 

thousand for the staff,’ said Kuan-yin. (Waley, 

p.114) 

“I want five thousand taels for the cassock,” said 

the Bodhisattva, “and two thousand for the staff.” 

(Yu, p.269) 

“I want five thousand ounces of silver for the 

cassock and two thousand for the staff,” said the 

Bodhisattva. (Jenner, p.405) 

“Twelve thousand gold coins for the cassock,” said 

the Bodhisattva, “and five thousand gold coins for 

the staff.” (Kherdian, p.96) 

 

The English word “tael” comes from the Malay word “tahil,” meaning “weight.” 

Since it is frequently used to refer to the Chinese system of weights and currency, 

Richard’s and Yu’s strategies in translating五千兩 and兩千兩 into five thousand taels 

and two thousand taels respectively can be said to be quite safe. However, the word 

“tael” is such an uncommon word to English readers that the feeling of the high 

prices of the staff and cassock may be lost in both Richard’s and Yu’s translations. It is 
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worth mentioning that Richard’s strategy is to turn the dialogue into narration, which 

is quite typical of his translation—few conversations are preserved throughout his 

version of the story. 

Waley and Jenner, on the other hand, opted to translate 兩 into “pound” and 

“ounce of silver”, respectively. The word “pound” not only adds a sense of British 

modernity to Waley’s translation but it also provides the readers a specific referential 

value of the items to be sold. And the same applies to Jenner’s translation of 5,000 

thousand ounces of silver, because 5,000 pounds as well as 5,000 ounces of silver 

can easily be converted into US dollars or other currencies nowadays. However, 

neither “pounds” nor “ounces of silver” succeed in conveying the wow factor of the 

high prices.  

In Kherdian’s adaptation,五千兩 turns into “twelve thousand gold coins” and 兩

千兩 turns into “five thousand gold coins.” His strategy is distinct with the 

combination of boosted numbers and gold coins that appear to be strange and 

inaccurate at first sight but actually transcribe perfectly the idea of the outrageously 

high prices Kuanyin stipulated for her cassock and staff. In terms of conveying the 

idea of overpricing, Kherdian’s strategy of using gold coins is the most successful one 

of the lot. 
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4.3 Shi Number Two 

 

Right after Xuanzang sets out on his journey in chapter 13, accompanied by two 

escorts, he encounters three demons—a buffalo demon, a bear demon, and a tiger 

demon. Xuanzang and his escorts are captured, held captive, and both his escorts are 

killed and devoured by the demons in the presence of Xuanzang. While left in the 

dungeon frightened and worried for his life, Xuangzang is rescued by a really old man 

walking with a cane. Upon arriving at a safe place, Xuanzang witnesses the elderly 

man flying away sitting on a white crane. A note flies down to Xuanzang and on it is a 

poem that reads: 

 

吾乃西方太白星，特來搭救汝生靈。 

前行自有神徒助，莫為艱難抱怨經。 

《西遊記第十三回頁六》 

 

The poem reveals the identity of Xuanzang’s rescuer as a Taoist deity named 

Taibaijinxing 太白金星 who has come for the sole purpose of saving Xuanzang’s life. 

The poem also foretells the coming assistance of immortals and disciples in the 

remainder of Xuanzang’s journey. The possible problems in translating this shi is in 

the name of the Taoist deity and the phrase 神徒. 

Chart 26 

Shi Number 2: Timothy Richard’s Translation 

吾乃西方太白星， 

特來搭救汝生靈。 

I am the bright star from the West,  

and I have come specially to save you.  
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前行自有神徒助， 

莫為艱難抱怨經。 

Further on you will be guided by a group of disciples.  

Do not be discouraged on the journey.  

(Richard, p.106) 

 

Even though it is a little strange for an elderly man to introduce himself as “the 

bright star from the West,” in the story of Xiyouji it seems that anything is possible. 

And a bright star turning into a man is no more out of the ordinary than seven 

spiders turning into seven charming sisters or a skeleton turning into a village girl. 

Richard’s translation of this shi is smooth and easy to understand; nevertheless, 

several key factors in the verses are not translated properly.  

The phrase 神徒助 in the third line of the shi is translated into “be guided by a 

group of disciples” and there are two issues to be discussed. For one thing, “a group 

of disciples” only translates the word 徒 but the word神 is missing in the target text. 

For another, “guided” is a mistranslation for助 as Xuanzang is not going to be guided 

but rather protected or “guarded” by his disciples. Another problem is in the last 

line of Richard’s translation of the poem as “do not be discouraged on the journey” 

appears to be a free translation for 莫為艱難抱怨經 and both 艱難 and 抱怨 are 

forgotten in Richard’s rendition. 

Chart 27 

Shi Number 2: Arthur Waley’s Translation 

吾乃西方太白星， 

特來搭救汝生靈。 

前行自有神徒助， 

 

I am the spirit of the Planet Venus,  

I came to earth on purpose to rescue you.  

During the course of your journey you will at  

all times enjoy the assistance of spiritual beings,  
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莫為艱難抱怨經。 who will see to it that you do not succumb to  

the perils that will beset you on your path.  

(Waley, p.121) 

 

 First thing first, Waley’s translation explains the fundamental details of the shi 

clearly. The only drawback of his strategy is that because he uses more words for 

explanation, the shi becomes kind of wordy. In Waley’s version of the poem, “the 

spirit of the Planet Venus” is a good translation for 西方太白星 although the 

meaning of west is lost and “came to earth” in the second line echoes Planet Venus 

nicely. The Taoist deity Taibaijinxing is the guardian of the West representing the star 

of Venus. He is also Jade Emperor’s consultant and messenger, and as revealed in 

the story of Xiyouji, he is very close friends with Sun Wukong. It is said that great 

poet Li Bai 李白 was named after Taibaijinxing for his mother dreamed of the deity 

during pregnancy.  

 The only minor problem in Waley’s translation is in the phrase “spiritual beings.” 

His strategy is to incorporate both 神 and 徒 in his rendition of spiritual beings 

instead of using more words to describe the two groups independently. It makes 

sense in a way because one can argue that all of Xuanzang’s disciples, Sun Wukong, 

Zhu Bajie, and Sha Wujing, are “spiritual beings” as well because they are converted 

to Buddhism. Whether Waley’s “spiritual beings” refers to those who have divine 

superpowers is in question. Waley uses the word “spirits” for his translation of 
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malevolent monsters and demons that endanger Xuanzang and his disciples. And 

here in this shi, Waley uses the phrase “spiritual beings” to translate benevolent 

deities and bodhisattvas that provide their assistance and protection. Without a 

more definite distinction, such similar terms may lead to a reader’s confusion. 

 When Xuanzang and his human escorts first encounter the buffalo, bear, and 

tiger demons as mentioned earlier, they become surrounded by the demons’ 

entourage. It is also stated that the group of followers are all 妖邪 and consist of 山

精樹鬼 and 怪獸蒼狼 which Waley simply translates into animal-spirits altogether.  

Chart 28 

左右妖邪，盡都是山精樹鬼、怪獸蒼狼。《西遊記第十三回頁六》 

Richard the evil spirits 

Waley the other lesser ogres are all animal-spirits 

Yu The various ogres are all demons of mountains and trees, 

spirits of strange beasts and wolves. 

Jenner The fiends who serve him are mountain spirits, tree devils, 

monsters, and wolves. 

Kherdian the ogres you saw are various spirits and demons 

 

 Richard’s translation of “the evil spirits” is concise and precise, but still based 

on his Christian and biblical terminology. The problem with the word “spirit” is that 

it is considered intangible and ethereal, almost like a shadow or ghostly figure. But 

these demons and their followers are all flesh and blood, they eat meat, drink wine, 

and have a good time. Yu’s translation is an upgrade of the previous two versions, 

but the association of ogres as demons of mountains and trees is imprecise, the 
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same goes for Kherdian’s condensed version based on Yu’s translation. Of the five 

versions, Jenner’s translation is the most impressive: “the fiends who serve him” is a 

great translation for 左右妖邪 and, on the other hand, mountain spirits, tree devils, 

monsters, and wolves are nice matches for 山精樹鬼 and 怪獸蒼狼. In conclusion, 

there are actually many words in English that can be used to translate the so many 

evildoers in the story of Xiyouji rather than the confusing indistinguishable terms of 

spirits and spiritual beings. 

Chart 29 

Shi Number 2: Anthony C. Yu’s Translation 

吾乃西方太白星， 

特來搭救汝生靈。 

前行自有神徒助， 

莫為艱難抱怨經。 

I am the Planet Venus from the West, 

Who came to save you by special request, 

Some pupils divine will come to your aid. 

Blame not the scriptures for hardships ahead.  

(Yu, vol.1, p.287) 

 

 First of all, Yu succeeds in adding nice rhymes to his translation for this shi 

which is an extremely difficult task to achieve. However, in order to insert the poetic 

devices to create rhyme, Yu has to sacrifice a certain level of accuracy and 

faithfulness in his translation. For example, “request” rhymes with west, but the 

word “request” is an over-translation explicating that a specific someone requests 

Taibaijinxing to save Xuanzang, and although it may be the case, such information is 

not explicit in the source text. Word order is also affected, like the translation 

“ahead” for the first word in line 3 in the source text 前 is moved to the end of the 
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shi for the purpose of rhyme. 

 The “pupils divine” in line three is a strange translation for 神徒 and perhaps in 

reverse order “divine pupils” would make a little more sense though still incorrect. 

Considering that Sun Wukong, Zhu Bajie, and Sha Wujing are all heavenly criminals 

convicted by the Jade Emperor and are trying to make amends for their crimes, 

there is hardly anything divine about any of them. Therefore, it is safe to conclude 

that Yu’s translation of “pupils divine” for神徒 has left some room for improvement. 

Chart 30 

Shi Number 2: W.J.F. Jenner’s Translation 

吾乃西方太白星， 

特來搭救汝生靈。 

前行自有神徒助， 

莫為艱難抱怨經。 

I am the Planet Venus of the Western Heaven, 

Who came to save your life. 

In the journey ahead you will have divine disciples: 

Do not in your troubles feel angry with the scriptures.  

(Jenner, vol.1, p. 445) 

 

 Jenner’s translation fixes some of the problems in Yu’s translation. For example, 

the elimination of “by special request” and the movement of the word “ahead” 

from the end of the poem to the third line both help Jenner’s translation stay closer 

to the source text at the expense of losing the rhyme. So the dilemma Yu and Jenner 

exhibit to us in their translations for this shi is the constant struggle between 

choosing to create a beautiful target text or to stay faithful to the source text. In the 

third line, “you will have divine disciples” neglects to include the meaning of 助 and 

“divine disciples” seems to mistake 神徒 for godly disciples in which 神 becomes an 
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adjective. Jenner’s translation of 西方太白星 may be a little problematic as “the 

Planet Venus of the Western Heaven” seems to imply that there are other Planet 

Venuses in the other Heavens. On the whole, Jenner’s translation is mostly accurate 

and explains the main concepts of the shi well, but the abundance of simple words 

such as “have,” “do not,” and “feel angry” lowers his translation’s level of 

sophistication. 

Chart 31 

Shi Number 2: David Kherdian’s Adaptation 

吾乃西方太白星， 

特來搭救汝生靈。 

前行自有神徒助， 

 

莫為艱難抱怨經。 

The Planet Venus from the Western Heaven 

Came to rescue you by Holy Command. 

In the course of your journey 

You will be assisted by divine disciples. 

Do not blame the scriptures 

For the hardships that lay ahead.  

(Kherdian, p.105) 

 

For the composition of the verses of this shi, Kherdian’s technique is to 

combine components extracted from all the three previous translations by Waley, Yu, 

and Jenner. From Jenner’s translation, Kherdian borrows the three segments of 

“Planet Venus from the Western Heaven,” “in the course of your journey,” 

and ”divine disciples” in nearly exact facsimiles. Kherdian is also inspired by Yu’s 

translation as he changes Yu’s “by special request” into his own “by Holy Command,” 

and he rewrites Yu’s “blame not the scriptures for the hardships ahead” into his 

version of “do not blame the scriptures for the hardships that lay ahead.” Finally, all 
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the elements of Kherdian’s shi are arranged into six lines which are identical to the 

structure of Waley’s version. 

 Through the act of borrowing components from previous translations, 

Kherdian’s version of the poem is infected with a few of the problems that have 

been examined before. For example, since Taibaijinxing is Jade Emperor’s messenger, 

Kherdian’s “by Holy Command” elucidates the participation of the Jade Emperor 

himself while the information is lacking in the source text. And the possible 

problems with “divine disciples” have already been discussed in the section before 

this. With a minor revision, Kherdian’s adaptation of this shi may very well be the 

best version of all. 

 There are countless proper names of Taoist and Buddhist gods, goddesses, 

buddhas, bodhisattvas, immortals, and deities like Taibaijinxing throughout the 

entire story of Xiyouji, and many of these names can be tricky to translate. One 

proper name of an immortal in particular causes great disagreement among the 

translators of Xiyouji. Before Sun Wukong goes on his way to mess up the peach 

banquet in chapter five, he encounters an immortal by the name of 赤腳大仙 and 

what is special about him is that he wears no shoes. The other time the name 赤腳

大仙 is mentioned in the story is when Sha Wujing meets Xuanzang for the first time 

and he explains how he used to be a captain in Heaven but was sentenced to death 
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by the Jade Emperor after he dropped and broke a crystal cup at the peach banquet. 

He was banished to the mortal world only after 赤腳大仙 pleaded with the Jade 

Emperor to spare Sha’s life. 

The following is a chart of all the translations for his name: 

Chart 32 

赤腳大仙 

Richard a bare footed Taoist (p.52) 

Waley the Red-legged Immortal (p.56) 

Yu the Great Immortal of Naked Feet (p.271) 

Jenner the Bare-foot Immortal (p.149) 

Kherdian the Barefoot Immortal (p.58) &  

the Red-legged Immortal (p.136) 

 

 Jenner’s “the Bare-foot Immortal” is an accurate translation based on the 

source text of 赤腳 and 大仙 whereas Richard’s “a bare footed Taoist” is somewhat 

ambiguous since a Taoist can be any ordinary human being who practices Taoism 

but not necessarily an immortal or a deity. Yu’s “the Great Immortal of Naked Feet” 

is an explicit though correct translation in which the word “great” specifies his high 

status in Heaven as he is allowed to petition directly to the Jade Emperor, but the 

word “naked” can probably do with more consideration and a better replacement. 

Waley’s rendition of “the Red-legged Immortal” probably comes from his 

misinterpretation of 赤 and 腳 as two separate words where 赤 becomes a modifier 

of 腳 and his translation has been the target of much criticism. Though “the 
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Red-legged Immortal” is indeed a misinterpretation and mistranslation on Waley’s 

part, it does not affect a reader’s understanding of the story at all. And in the 

researcher’s opinion, it can be regarded as a free translation where Waley 

attempted to be playful and comical. Lastly, Kherdian’s first “the Barefoot Immortal” 

is obviously based on Jenner’s translation, while his second mentioning of the same 

character becomes “the Red-legged Immortal.” This is an irrefutable proof that 

Kherdian does refer to Waley’s translation for his adaptation although in the 

foreword only Yu and Jenner are acknowledged. 

 

4.4 Shi Number Three 

 

In chapter 2, Subhudi is delighted with Sun Wukong’s zeal in learning the secret 

to immortality and decides to shed some light on how to obtain longevity through 

the following poem: 

 

顯密圓通真妙訣，惜修性命無他說。 

都來總是精氣神，謹固牢藏休漏泄。 

休漏泄，體中藏，汝受吾傳道自昌。 

口訣記來多有益，屏除邪欲得清涼。 

得清涼，光皎潔，好向丹臺賞明月。 

月藏玉兔日藏烏，自有龜蛇相盤結。 

相盤結，性命堅，卻能火裏種金蓮。 

攢簇五行顛倒用，功完隨作佛和仙。 

《西遊記》第二回頁六 

 

 It is worth mentioning that the 妙訣 here is the same secret as that in ci 
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number 1 discussed earlier in the previous chapter. It is said that with a thorough 

understanding of the secret meanings embedded in this shi, one can achieve the 

state of immortality. Sun Wukong learns the shi by heart after only hearing it once 

recited by his teacher, Subhudi, deciphers the secrets from the words in the shi, and 

attains his goal of eternal life. Besides being enthusiastic, Sun Wukong must possess 

some kind of “superior understanding” for the shi is a terribly difficult to 

comprehend even on the literary level. It is amazing that all the translators decided 

to translate this complex shi and have it included in their translations. Due to the 

tremendous amount of information embedded in this shi, the analyses and 

comparisons will be concentrated on successful translation strategies and major 

translation errors save trivial scrutiny. 

Chart 33 

Shi Number 3: Timothy Richard’s Translation 

顯密圓通真妙訣， 

惜修性命無他說。 

都來總是精氣神， 

謹固牢藏休漏泄。 

休漏泄， 

體中藏， 

汝受吾傳道自昌。 

口訣記來多有益， 

屏除邪欲得清涼。 

得清涼，光皎潔， 

好向丹臺賞明月。 

月藏玉兔日藏烏， 

 

自有龜蛇相盤結。 

To discover secret doctrine, perfect and profound, 

One must train the spirit’s nature, only this the art, 

This involves three primal forces, sex, mind, and 

spirit. 

Secret keep this no divulging, fatal to reveal, 

Preserve with care your body’s strength, 

Your secret strength conserve, increase. 

Obey my words, and truth you’ll find. 

Forget them not, the gain is great. 

Put off all thoughts of evil lust. 

Seek purity, shine bright. 

Your secret chambers flood with light. 

The moon protects the timid hare, 

The sun grows trees for birds to roost. 
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相盤結， 

性命堅， 

卻能火裏種金蓮。 

攢簇五行顛倒用， 

功完隨作佛和仙。 

Birds and rabbits join in revels, 

So do dragons have their mates 

Have their mates and new life follows. 

E’en in fire grows a lily 

Differing natures, all converted, 

End their work as true Immortals. 

(Richard, p.14) 

 

 Richard’s translation of this shi is for the most part inaccurate. The “secret 

doctrine” in line 1 turns 妙訣 into some kind of a religious cult that has a belief 

system of three primal forces of “sex, mind, and spirit” (line 3) and revealing such 

secret can be fatal (line 4). It appears that Richard is unfamiliar with the Chinese 

legends that a rabbit 玉兔 lives on the moon and that the sun itself is a golden crow

金烏, both of which are immortal beings. His translation of “the moon protects the 

timid hare, the sun grows trees for birds to roost” for 月藏玉兔日藏烏 is simply too 

creative and disregards the metaphors for immortality. In line 14, Richard 

completely ignores the animals of 龜蛇 and continues with “birds and rabbits,” and 

the plural forms further confirm Richard’s ignorance of the well-known Chinese 

legends.  

The symbolisms of 龜蛇 represent the animals of a tortoise and a snake, as 

both animals may survive for a long time without food and water, they are used in 

Taoism as symbols of long life. Richard not only neglects the symbolism of 

immortality again, but he also replaces龜蛇with baffling “dragons” in line 15, which 
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conveys a completely different image from the source text. More baffling are the 

renditions of “so do dragons have their mates” for 相盤結 and ”have their mates 

and new life follows” for 性命堅 because neither fail to make any sense, presumably 

they are placed in the translation only to echo the primal force of “sex” mentioned 

previously in line 3. And lastly, “lily” in line 17 is an obvious mistranslation of 金蓮

which is in reality closer in meaning to a golden lotus. 

Chart 34 

Shi Number 3: Arthur Waley’s Translation 

顯密圓通真妙訣， 

惜修性命無他說。 

都來總是精氣神， 

謹固牢藏休漏泄。 

休漏泄，體中藏， 

汝受吾傳道自昌。 

口訣記來多有益， 

屏除邪欲得清涼。 

得清涼，光皎潔， 

好向丹臺賞明月。 

月藏玉兔日藏烏， 

自有龜蛇相盤結。 

 

相盤結，性命堅， 

卻能火裏種金蓮。 

 

攢簇五行顛倒用， 

 

功完隨作佛和仙。 

To spare and tend the vital powers, this and nothing else 

Is sum and total of all magic, secret and profane. 

All is comprised in these three, Spirit, Breath, and Soul; 

Guard them closely, screen them well; let there be no leak. 

Store them within the frame; 

That is all that can be learnt, and all that can be taught. 

 

 

 

 

 

I would have you mark the tortoise and snake, locked in 

tight embrace. 

Locked in tight embrace, the vital powers are strong; 

Even in the midst of fierce flames the Golden Lotus may be 

planted, 

The Five Elements compounded and transposed, and put 

to new use. 

When that is done, be which you please, Buddha or 

Immortal. 

(Waley, p.24) 

 

 The first two lines of Waley’s translation are in reverse order from the source 
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text, since this strategy works better in English and does not affect a reader’s 

understanding, it is not a problem. When combined, the key concept in the first two 

lines appears to be “sum and total of all magic is to spare and tend the vital powers,” 

which explains the source text clearly. That said, “all magic” is an imprecise 

translation for 妙訣 which specifically refers to the secret of immortality as 

explained earlier. Waley’s “spirit, breath, and soul” in line 3 is a much more accurate 

translation for精氣神 as compared to Richard’s “sex, mind, and spirit” which is quite 

off target. Also, Waley’s strategy of using “frame” to translate 體 works well, and 

when combined with “let there be no leak”休漏泄, the first section of the shi makes 

good sense.  

It must also be specified that lines 7 to 11 of the source text are eschewed in 

Waley’s translation, and therefore, the symbolic meanings of the rabbit and the 

crow are lost in Waley’s translation. Judging from what is translated by Waley, he 

provides a nice version of the poem that explains the key points in the source text. 

All in all, Waley’s translation of this shi is practical and there is a noticeable effort in 

creating rhymes with the implementation of “profane,” “frame,” and “embrace.”  

In the last line, the phrase of 佛和仙 is translated into “Buddha or Immortal,” 

and the word “or” in Waley’s translation brings forth an interesting translator’s 

perspective. It seems that in Waley’s viewpoint, a Buddha and an Immortal are 
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mutually exclusive. That is, if one chooses to be a Buddha, the option of being an 

Immortal is ruled out, and vice versa. It also raises questions such as whether a 

Buddha is immortal and if there is a system for choosing to be a Buddha or an 

Immortal. 

Chart 35 

Shi Number 3: Anthony C. Yu’s Translation 

顯密圓通真妙訣， 

惜修性命無他說。 

都來總是精氣神， 

謹固牢藏休漏泄。 

休漏泄， 

體中藏， 

汝受吾傳道自昌。 

口訣記來多有益， 

屏除邪欲得清涼。 

得清涼， 

光皎潔， 

好向丹臺賞明月。 

月藏玉兔日藏烏， 

自有龜蛇相盤結。 

相盤結， 

性命堅， 

卻能火裏種金蓮。 

攢簇五行顛倒用， 

功完隨作佛和仙。 

Know well this secret formula wondrous and true: 

Spare and nurse the vital forces, this and nothing else. 

All power resides in the semen, the breath, and the spirit. 

Guard these with care, securely, lest there be a leak. 

Lest there be a leak! 

Keep within the body! 

Hearken to my teaching and the Way itself will prosper.  

Remember the oral formulas so efficacious 

To purge concupiscence and lead to purity; 

To purity 

Where the light is bright. 

You may face the elixir platform and enjoy the moon. 

The moon holds jade rabbit, the sun hides the crow; 

See there also the snake and the tortoise tightly 

entwined. 

Tightly entwined, 

The vital forces are strong. 

You can plant gold lotus e’en in the midst of flames. 

The Five Phases use together and in order reverse--- 

When that’s attained, be a Buddha or Immortal at will! 

(Yu, vol.1 p.88) 

 

 Yu translates 妙訣 into “secret formula” and 口訣 into “oral formula,” together 

with the word “elixir” in line 12, one gets the impression that this shi teaches the 

formulas of producing an elixir, while in fact, the poem teaches a nonmaterial secret 
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to eternal life. The “this and nothing else” in line 2 is borrowed from Waley’s 

translation, and the “body” for 體 in line 6 is a more direct and accurate translation 

than Waley’s “frame.” Yu’s translation of “the semen” for精 is quite explicit, more so 

than Richard’s “sex.” Although it is difficult to pinpoint what exactly are精,氣, and神, 

for the purpose of this shi, Waley’s rendition of “spirit, breath, and soul” is 

functional enough and minimizes misleading information. 

 The 丹臺 in line 12 may have two different meanings, on the one hand, it may 

refer to the residence of a Taoist immortal, and on the other hand, it can be the 

name of a red-colored Chinese pavilion. Yu’s translation of “elixir platform” is a word 

for word translation for 丹 and 臺 and may be difficult to understand due to 

over-translation on Yu’s part. Yu’s strategy in translating 月藏玉兔日藏烏 into “the 

moon holds jade rabbit, the sun hides the crow” and 自有龜蛇相盤結 into ”see 

there also the snake and the tortoise tightly entwined” is quite literal but much 

more successful than Richard’s version. Though it is unknown as to why the snake 

and the tortoise are in reverse order and why the word “tightly” is added to the 

translation. The concept of the wuxing 五行 includes the elements of wood, fire, 

earth, metal, and water, and can be referred to as both the Five Phases or the Five 

Elements, Yu is the only translator that uses the former, while Waley, Jenner, and 

Kherdian opt for the latter. 
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While Timothy Richard is confused about the key points of this poem and 

Arthur Waley chooses to shorten it by skipping a few lines, Anthony C. Yu is the first 

translator to tackle this poem in its entirety. Andrew H. Plaks commends in an article 

that Yu has made a gallant effort to convey a heroic dimension in his rendering of 

the poems in his Journey to the West (Plaks, p1117). 

Chart 36 

Shi Number 3: W.J.F. Jenner’s Translation 

顯密圓通真妙訣， 

惜修性命無他說。 

都來總是精氣神， 

謹固牢藏休漏泄。 

休漏泄，體中藏， 

汝受吾傳道自昌。 

口訣記來多有益， 

屏除邪欲得清涼。 

得清涼，光皎潔， 

好向丹臺賞明月。 

月藏玉兔日藏烏， 

自有龜蛇相盤結。 

相盤結，性命堅， 

卻能火裏種金蓮。 

攢簇五行顛倒用， 

功完隨作佛和仙。 

True spells, revealing secrets and all powerful, 

Are the only sure way of protecting one’s life. 

They all come from essence, vapour, and spirit, 

Must be stored away securely, and never be divulged. 

Must never be divulged, and be stored in the body, 

Then the Way I teach you will flourish of itself. 

Many are the benefits of learning spells: 

They give protection from evil desires and make one pure. 

Make one pure with a dazzling radiance 

Like a bright moon shining on a cinnabar tower. 

The moon contains a Jade Rabbit, the sun a Golden Crow, 

The Tortoise and the Snake are always intertwined. 

Always intertwined, then life is firm, 

And one can plant golden lotuses in fire. 

Grasp all the Five Elements and turn them upside down, 

And when you are successful you can become a Buddha, or 

an Immortal.” (Jenner, vol.1 p.49) 

 

 Despite a few minor issues, W.J.F. Jenner’s translation of this shi is the best of 

all the versions. Jenner’s strategy for translating妙訣 into “true spells” and口訣 into 

“spells” is quite logical because right after Sun Wukong unravels the secrets to 

immortality imbedded in this shi, he is taught by Subhuti the spells of 72 
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transformations. However, Jenner’s decision to translate the word 氣 into “vapour” 

is illogical as something like a vapor would be too insignificant and quite hard to be 

“stored away securely.” It is hard to judge if Jenner’s “cinnabar tower” is a better 

translation for 丹臺 than Yu’s “elixir platform;” nonetheless, the former is more 

imaginable than the latter. In addition, for 顛倒用 Jenner translates “turn them 

upside down,” which is quite curious as there is no vertical or horizontal alignment 

for wuxing or the Five Elements. 

For lines 6 to 8 of this shi, as a chart is provided below for easier comparison, 

Jenner renders a well-thought-out translation that bonds the first half and the 

second half of the shi. In contrast, in Richard’s translation, all three sentences are in 

the imperative mood, and the cause-and-effect relationship of the sentences is 

neglected. Lines 7 and 8 are omitted in Waley’s translation, and what he renders for 

line 6 is careless and inaccurate due to his misinterpretation.  

Chart 37 

 

 

 

 

 

汝受吾傳道自昌。 

口訣記來多有益， 

屏除邪欲得清涼。 

Timothy Richard’s translation: 

Obey my words, and truth you’ll find. 

Forget them not, the gain is great. 

Put off all thoughts of evil lust. 

Arthur Waley’s translation: 

That is all that can be learnt, and all that can be taught. 

Anthony C. Yu’s translation: 

Hearken to my teaching and the Way itself will prosper.  

Remember the oral formulas so efficacious 

To purge concupiscence and lead to purity; 
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W.J.F. Jenner’s translation: 

Then the Way I teach you will flourish of itself. 

Many are the benefits of learning spells: 

They give protection from evil desires and make one 

pure. 

 

 When comparing Yu’s and Jenner’s translations from the above, the cause and 

effect of “the Way” in line 6 is more clearly explained in Jenner’s version because 

the “I” in “the Way I teach you” specifically refers to Subhuti and the “you” is Sun 

Wukong. For lines 7 and 8, Jenner’s translation also achieves higher accuracy, the 

reason being that Jenner’s “spells” is a better translation for 口訣, and Yu’s 

“concupiscence” is but one of the evil desires that need purging. 

 Shi number 3, in Jenner’s translation, is so easy to read that the English version 

is more readily comprehensible than the source text. In spite of a few minor 

ambiguities that can do with some revision, all the key elements are well-explained 

and well-translated.  

Chart 38 

Shi Number 3: David Kherdian’s Adaptation 

顯密圓通真妙訣， 

惜修性命無他說。 

都來總是精氣神， 

謹固牢藏休漏泄。 

休漏泄，體中藏， 

汝受吾傳道自昌。 

口訣記來多有益， 

屏除邪欲得清涼。 

得清涼，光皎潔， 

好向丹臺賞明月。 

This is the formula, sacred and true, 

Tend and spare the vital forces, this alone you must do. 

In spirit, essence, and breath, the sacred powers reside, 

Guard and protect these, let no others be aware. 

 

Keep to the Way, and the Way will keep you still. 

Learn the formula, remember the spells, 
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月藏玉兔日藏烏， 

自有龜蛇相盤結。 

相盤結，性命堅， 

卻能火裏種金蓮。 

攢簇五行顛倒用， 

功完隨作佛和仙。 

Moon holds Jade Rabbit, the sun a Golden Crow, 

Tortoise and Snake tightly held forever in secret embrace. 

Tightly intertwined, the inner and outer forces grow 

strong. 

Grasp the Five Elements, transpose, transform, transcend. 

When this has been attained, you will Be— 

Whether Buddha or immortal, it is up to you. 

(Kherdian, p.18-19) 

 

 In Kherdian’s version of the third poem, Yu’s translation of “formula” for 妙訣 is 

adopted, in addition, as for 精氣神 Kherdian comes up with his own combination of 

“spirit, essence, and breath” in reference to Yu’s and Jenner’s versions, though the 

order needs adjustment. Kherdian also borrows from Waley’s version the word 

“transpose” and expanded it further to “transpose, transform, transcend,” though 

only the word “transcend” is precise and can be used for the translation of 顛倒用. 

Quite possibly also under the influence of Waley’s version, lines 5, 8, 9, and 10 of 

the source text are skipped in Kherdian’s version.  

 In line 9, Kherdian’s “the inner and outer forces grow strong” is an 

over-translation for 性命堅 and it may have been the result of his own creative 

interpretation of the previous translations he refers to. And finally, the conclusion of 

Kherdian’s shi “it is up to you” is utterly too colloquial to be included in the body of 

a poem like this one. 
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Chapter 5: Further Discussion & Conclusion 

 

The story of Xuanzang’s arduous search for Buddhist scriptures spread by word 

of mouth across China long before it was recorded in writing. The first publication of 

Xiyouji by Wu Cheng’en in 1592 marked the culmination of the written form of the 

story in Chinese. Painstaking efforts were made as translators spent years and even 

decades to translate this classical Chinese novel into various languages. Robert E. 

Hegel explains in his writing that translating a literary monument into another 

language is no less than a monumental task. Especially one of the size and linguistic 

complexity as Xiyouji, which is further complicated by the distance between the 

language use and culture of a Ming dynasty author and modern English readers 

(Hegel, p.341). Several English translations have been published since early 20th 

century, and as a result, the story of Xuanzang’s amazing journey from China to India 

is further made accessible to a wider international readership.  

Two abridged translations of Xiyouji are available, one by Welsh missionary 

Timothy Richard (1913), and the other by British translator Arthur Waley (1942). Two 

full-length English translations of 100 chapters of Xiyouji were completed by literary 

scholar Anthony C. Yu (1977) and English sinologist W.J.F. Jenner (1982). In addition, 

an adaptation retelling the story was written by Armenian-American writer David 
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Kherdian (1992). Details and examples from these five English versions of Xiyouji 

have been used for the discussions in the previous chapters of this paper.  

 One of the goals of this research is, through the discussions provided in 

chapters 2, 3, and 4, to reach a more comprehensive understanding of all the five 

English versions of Xiyouji. According to Juliet Corbin in her book Basics for 

qualitative research, quality in qualitative research is something that we recognize 

when we see it; however, explaining what it is or how to achieve it is much more 

difficult (Corbin, p.297). Thus, the author of this research believes that a ratings 

system should be put in place to illustrate the results derived from the comparisons, 

analyses, and discussions conducted in the previous chapters. Instead of using the 

famous criteria of fidelity 信, accuracy 達, and elegance 雅 set by Yan Fu 嚴復

(1854-1921), the aim of this research is more focused on such qualities as freedom, 

originality, and functionality of the five English versions of the story. 

“Freedom” marks how free a translator’s strategy is when translating Xiyouji 

into English. It is a matter of course that the freer a translation is, which means the 

higher rating it receives like ★★★★☆ or ★★★★★, the less accurate and 

faithful the target text becomes in relation to its source text. An example of this is 

Arthur Waley’s translation of the second ci on page 77 of this paper, where he chose 

to greatly truncate and freely translate the remainder. In contrast, the lower 
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freedom rating a translation is given, the closer and more precise the target text 

stays to the source text. In other words, the flip side of “freedom” discussed here 

can be said to be Yan Fu’s “faithfulness.” 

The main reason why “freedom” is chosen over “faithfulness” is based on the 

belief that, according to the Skopos theory, the source text may have to be modified 

or even changed in a translation depending on the knowledge, expectations, values, 

and norms of the target readers. As another goal of this research is to discuss the 

various strategies and techniques chosen by the translators and adaptor, 

“faithfulness” is not used as a criterion lest the focus should fall on accuracy and 

precision of the target texts alone.  

“Originality” denotes how innovative a translation is as compared to other 

existing versions. A specific translation that receives a low originality rating, such as 

★☆☆☆☆ or ★★☆☆☆, reflects the fact that more references are adapted 

from other versions. An example of this can be found on page 41 where Anthony C. 

Yu directly adopts Arthur Waley’s translation of the fortune teller’s revelation in 

verse. On the other hand, a translation that is awarded a high originality rating is 

highly innovative and incorporates few adaptations from other versions.  

“Functionality” indicates how successful a specific English version is in 

transferring the story of Xiyouji to English readers. The strategies adopted by the 
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translators and adaptor are taken into account. Additionally, the popularity of a 

specific version also affects its functionality rating. A version that has a small or 

limited readership is given a low functionality rating while a version that helps to 

spread the story far and wide is awarded a high functionality rating. Before ratings 

for each translator and adaptor are provided, their translations and adaptation of 

another paragraph from chapter 14 of Xiyouji will be used for reference.  

A hunter named Liu escorts Xuanzang to pass a mountain range, and after they 

arrive on top of the Mountain of Five Elements 五行山 where Sun Wukong is 

imprisoned, Xuanzang meets his first disciple-to-be for the first time, frees him and 

takes him as his disciple and travel companion. The passage, quite unlike the verses 

and poems used for the discussions in chapters 3 and 4, includes an extended 

conversation between the humans and the monkey as well as monkey’s account of 

what caused him to receive such punishment. The five different versions of 

translations and adaptation of this passage reflect their consistent strategies and are 

included below along with their ratings. 

 

劉太保誠然膽大，走上前來，與他拔去了鬢邊草，頷下莎，問道：「你有

甚麼說話？」那猴道：「我沒話說，教那個師父上來，我問他一問。」三

藏道：「你問我甚麼？」那猴道：「你可是東土大王差往西天取經去的麼？」

三藏道：「我正是，你問怎麼？」那猴道：「我是五百年前大鬧天宮的齊天

大聖，只因犯了誑上之罪，被佛祖壓於此處。前者有個觀音菩薩，領佛旨

意，上東土尋取經人。我教他救我一救，他勸我再莫行兇，歸依佛法，盡

慇懃保護取經人，往西方拜佛，功成後自有好處。故此晝夜提心，晨昏弔
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膽，只等師父來救我脫身。我願保你取經，與你做個徒弟。」三藏聞言，

滿心歡喜道：「你雖有此善心，又蒙菩薩教誨，願入沙門，只是我又沒斧

鑿，如何救得你出？」那猴道：「不用斧鑿，你但肯救我，我自出來也。」

三藏道：「我自救你，你怎得出來？」那猴道：「這山頂上有我佛如來的金

字壓帖，你只上山去將帖兒揭起，我就出來了。」《西遊記》第十四回頁二 

 

Timothy Richard’s translation of this paragraph is as follows. 

Chart 39 

Timothy Richard’s Translation 

Xuanzang let him out of the prison under the mountain, and the Monkey King 

followed the pilgrim as his disciple, and was given a new name. (Richard, p.108) 

 

 Nearly 400 Chinese characters are translated by Richard into only 26 English 

words, which is quite quintessential Timothy Richard’s style. In that, he translated 

whatever he found interesting and skipped whatever he deemed unimportant to the 

story. Perhaps the name of his translation “A Mission to Heaven” and the dedication 

he included in the front of it can shed some light on his unique perspective. 

 

 

 

 Richard dedicated his translation to his Christian brothers and sisters who were 
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endeavoring to establish the Kingdom of God. Richard saw and used his translation 

as a tool to reflect his religious beliefs as he inserted such terms as God, saints, 

angels, cherubim and seraphim. He also tried to use his translation to establish a 

connection between Buddhism and Nestorianism. Richard was probably not the first 

missionary who hijacked other cultures and religions, but he was certainly the first 

translator to hijack the story of Xiyouji. Daniel Kane concludes in his introduction to 

Journey to the West originally translated by Timothy Richard and republished by 

Tuttle in 2008, “One can scarcely believe this is the same book that Arthur Waley 

called Monkey.” 

Chart 40 

Ratings for Timothy Richard’s Translation 

Freedom ★★★★★ 

Originality ★★★★★ 

Functionality ★☆☆☆☆ 

 

Richard’s translation wins the highest ratings of 5-stars for both freedom and 

originality as the translator exerted great freedom in choosing the sections of the 

story to translate and his translation strategies and techniques. Being the first to 

translate the many chapters of the story of Xiyouji, Richard had virtually no 

references available and had to start his translation from scratch. However, its 

functionality receives a low rating of 1-star because the translation has had a very 
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limited target audience and readership. Even so, Richard’s translation of Xiyouji is 

worth reading and a great subject for research. Kane believes that it might well be 

the work for which Richard is most remembered so many decades after his death 

(Kane, p.xxiv). 

 

Arthur Waley’s Translation 

The hunter stepped boldly up, and removing grasses from Monkey’s hair and 

brushing away the grit from under his chin, ‘What have you got to say for 

yourself?’ he asked. ‘To you, nothing,’ said Monkey. ‘But I have something to ask 

of that priest. Tell him to come here.’ ‘What do you want to ask me?’ said 

Tripitaka. ‘Were you sent by the Emperor of T’ang to look for Scriptures in India?’ 

asked Monkey. ‘I was,’ said Tripitaka. ‘And what of that?’ ‘I am the Great Sage 

Equal of Heaven,’ said Monkey. ‘Five hundred years ago I made trouble in the Halls 

of Heaven, and Buddha clamped me down in this place. Not long ago the 

Bodhisattva Kuan-yin, whom Buddha had ordered to look around for someone to 

fetch Scriptures from India, came here and promised me that if I would amend my 

ways and faithfully protect the pilgrim on his way, I was to be released, and 

afterwards would find salvation. Ever since then I have been waiting impatiently 

night and day for you to come and let me out. I will protect you while you are 

going to get Scriptures and follow you as your disciple.’ Tripitaka was delighted. 

‘The only trouble is,’ he said, ‘that I have no axe or chisel, so how am I to get you 

out?’ ‘There is no need for axe and chisel,’ said Monkey. ‘You have to only want 

me to be out, and I shall be out.’ ‘How can that be?’ asked Tripitaka. ‘On the top of 

the mountain,’ said Monkey, ‘is a seal stamped with golden letters by Buddha 

himself. Take it away, and I shall be out.’ (Waley, p.126-127) 

 

 The layout of Arthur Waley’s translation is similar to that of the original text, 

although Waley did not translate word for word, the target text is quite close to the 

original. Much like the rest of Waley’s Monkey, the translation reads rather smooth 

and the wording is consistently elegant. 
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Chart 41 

Ratings for Arthur Waley’s Translation 

Freedom ★★☆☆☆ 

Originality ★★★★☆ 

Functionality ★★★★★ 

 

Waley’s translation stays close to the source text but at the same time, with only 

30 chapters included in Monkey, Waley exercised a certain degree of freedom in 

selecting which chapters to translate and which ones to discard. Having only a few 

preceding abridgements to refer to and for a lack of any sign of referring to Richard’s 

unique version, Waley had to start his translation of Xiyouji from the initial stage, 

which warrants a high originality rating.  

As Andrew H. Plaks explains, the appearance of Arthur Waley's Monkey in 1943 

marked an event of great importance in world literature, in that it brought to the 

attention of the English-speaking world one of the finest documents of the human 

spirit ever set down on paper (Plaks, p.1116). Although Plaks also explains that he is 

not the most satisfied with Waley’s selection of chapters, the quality of his 

translation is highly commendable. And for introducing the story of Xiyouji to an 

extensive audience for well over seven decades, Waley’s translation deserves the 

highest functionality rating. 
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Anthony C. Yu’s Translation 

Undeniably a courageous person, that Guardian Liu went up to the creature and 

pulled away some of the grass at his temples and some of the moss beneath his 

chin. He asked, “What do you have to say?” “Nothing to you,” said the monkey, 

“but ask that master to come up here. I have a question for him.” “What’s your 

question?” asked Tripitaka. “Are you someone sent by the great king of the Land of 

the East to go seek scriptures in the Western Heaven?” asked he Monkey. “I am,” 

said Tripitaka. “Why do you ask?” “I am the Great Sage, Equal to Heaven,” said the 

monkey, “who greatly disturbed the Heavenly Palace five hundred years ago. 

Because of my sin of rebellion and disobedience, I was imprisoned here by the 

Buddha. Some time ago, a certain Bodhisattva Kuan-yin had received the decree of 

Buddha to go to the Land of the East in quest of a scripture pilgrim. I asked her to 

give me some help, and she persuaded me not to engage again in violence. I was 

told to believe in the Law of Buddha, and faithfully to protect the scripture pilgrim 

on his way to worship Buddha in the West, for there will be a goodly reward 

reserved for me when such merit is achieved. I have therefore been maintaining 

my vigilance night and day, waiting for the Master to come rescue me. I’m willing 

to protect you in your quest of scriptures and become your disciple. When 

Tripitaka heard these words, he was filled with delight and said, “Though you have 

this good intention, because of the Bodhisattva’s instruction, of entering our 

Buddhist fold, I have neither ax nor drill. How can I free you?” “No need for ax or 

drill,” said the monkey. “If you are willing to rescue me, I’ll be able to get out.” 

Tripitaka said, “I’m willing, but how can you get out?” “On top of this mountain,” 

said the monkey, “there is a tag stamped with the golden letters of our Buddha 

Tathagata. Go up there and lift up the tag. Then I’ll come out.” (Yu, vol.1, p.298-299) 

 

As mentioned previously, Yu’s translation stays extremely close to the source 

text, oftentimes a word for word and wordy translation, and for being a complete 

translation means that Yu did not have the liberty to omit any chapters or even any 

paragraph in the story, thus, 0-star for his “freedom.”  

Chart 42 

Ratings for Anthony C. Yu’s Translation 

Freedom ☆☆☆☆☆ 
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Originality ★★☆☆☆ 

Functionality ★★★★☆ 

 

 Before and during translating Xiyouji, Yu conducted an extensive research of all 

previously translated abridgements which became references for his translation. 

Arthur Waley’s Monkey in particular was taken as Yu’s “point of reference” and 

adaptations of Waley’s translation can be seen in many parts of Yu’s the Journey to 

the West, thus, a low originality rating. That said, Yu’s grand work in four volumes 

has been held in high esteem by many scholars, though not much so by the general 

readers, and it has been a useful reference for studying Xiyouji. 

 

W.J.F. Jenner’s Translation 

High warden Liu showed great courage in going up to him, pulling away the grass 

that was growing beside his temples and the sedge under his chin, and asking, 

“What have you got to say?” “I’ve got nothing to say, the monkey replied. “You just 

tell that monk to come over here while I ask him a question.” “What question do 

you want to ask me?” said Sanzang. “Are you the fellow sent to the Western 

Heaven by the Emperor of the East to fetch the scriptures?” asked the monkey. 

“Yes, I am,” Sanzang replied. “Why do you ask?” “I am the Great Sage Equaling 

Heaven who wrecked the Heavenly Palace five hundred years ago. The Lord 

Buddha put me under this mountain for my criminal insubordination. Some time 

ago the Bodhisattva Guanyin went to the East on Buddha’s orders to find someone 

who could fetch the scriptures. When I asked her to save me she told me that I was 

to give up evil-doing, return to the Buddha’s Law, and do all I could to protect the 

traveler when he went to the Western Paradise to worship Buddha and fetch the 

scriptures; she said that there’ll be something in it for me when that’s done. Ever 

since then I’ve been waiting day and night with eager anticipation for you to come 

and save me, Master. I swear to protect you on your way to fetch the scriptures 

and to be your disciple.” Sanzang, delighted to hear this, said, “Although you now 

have these splendid intentions and wish to become a monk thanks to the teaching 
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of the Bodhisattva, I’ve no axe or chisel, so how am I to get you out?” “There’s no 

need for axes or chisels. As long as you’re willing to save me, I can get myself out,” 

the monkey replied. “I’m willing to save you,” Sanzang said, “but how are you 

going to get out?” On the top of this mountain there is a detention order by the 

Tathagata Buddha written in letters of gold. If you climb the mountain and tear it 

off, I’ll be straight out.” (Jenner, vol.I, p.469) 

 

 Though both are full-length translations, the main difference between Yu’s and 

Jenner’s versions is that the former contains copious scholarly notes, while the latter 

has none. In addition to that, Jenner also opted for a slightly more liberal approach 

for his translation than Yu did.  

Chart 43 

Ratings for W.J.F. Jenner’s Translation 

Freedom ★☆☆☆☆ 

Originality ★★★★☆ 

Functionality ★★☆☆☆ 

 

 Jenner’s version gets a high originality rating, although Jenner had read Waley’s 

Monkey as a boy, in the process of translating Xiyouji Jenner deliberately refrained 

from reading it again so as not to be influenced by Waley strategies. However, being 

a long story of thousands of pages and having no notes to refer to, Jenner’s Journey 

to the West is unfortunately not a popular reading material among scholars or the 

general readers alike, hence, a low functionality rating. 

 

David Kherdian’s Adaptation 

The hunter approached the iron box and removed the grass from Monkey’s 
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hair and brushed the moss from his chin. “What do you have to say for yourself?” 

he asked. 

“Nothing to you,” Monkey said. “Tell that priest to come over here. I have a 

question to ask him.” 

“What is your question?” said Tripitaka.  

“Were you sent by the Emperor of T’ang to collect scriptures from India? 

“Yes,” Tripitaka replied, “but what is that to you?” 

Monkey replied, “I am the Great Sage, Equal of Heaven. Five hundred years 

ago I made a great ruckus in the Halls of Heaven. To atone for my sins the Buddha 

sealed me in this mountain. Not long ago the Bodhisattva Kuan-yin, who was 

commanded by the Buddha to find a pilgrim to bring some scriptures from India, 

came by this mountain and promised me that if I would straighten myself out and 

protect the pilgrim, I could be released from this stronghold and through my 

merits achieve salvation. I have been waiting night and day for you to arrive and 

set me free. I will follow you as a disciple and see that you are successful in 

obtaining the scriptures.”  

Tripitaka was delighted but uncertain how to proceed. “Despite your good 

intentions,” he said to Monkey, “I have neither an axe nor a chisel with which to 

set you free.”  

“No need,” Monkey said. “You have only to wish me out, and out I will be.”  

“But how can that be?” Tripitaka asked.  

“At the very top of this mountain,” said Monkey, “there is a seal in golden 

letters, stamped by the Buddha himself. If you will go there and remove it, I will be 

free.” (Kherdian, p.107-108) 

 

 American writer and poet David Kherdian’s adaptation of the story of Xiyouji 

based on Yu’s and Jenner’s translations is concise, humorous, filled with American 

English and slangs, and its novel-like narration makes up an easy reading material for 

the general English readers. However, since it is heavily truncated and contains a few 

mistranslations from previous versions as well as Kherdian’s own misinterpretations, 

and in addition, the story is mainly focused on Monkey King alone, its functionality in 

spreading the story of Xiyouji is lessened. Kherdian’s version is easily available and 
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accessible and has been published for more than 20 years, but since it is not the 

most popular English version of Xiyouji, it is given a medium functionality rating. 

Chart 44 

Ratings for David Kherdian’s Adaptation 

Freedom ★★★★★ 

Originality ★☆☆☆☆ 

Functionality ★★★☆☆ 

 

 Kherdian does not read or write Chinese, and as a retelling of the story, there is 

virtually no burden on Kherdian to stay true to the source text, allowing him an 

extremely free style of storytelling. Although he only acknowledges that his 

adaptation is based on Yu’s and Jenner’s versions, there is clear evidence that he also 

uses Waley’s translation as reference, so the originality rating for his version is 

relatively low.  

 Each version of the story of Xiyouji that has been translated or adapted into 

English is unique in its own way: in its translator or adaptor, in its strategies and 

techniques, in its target readers, in its purposes and aims, and in its achievements 

and failure. By providing freedom, originality and functionality ratings for all the five 

versions discussed in this paper, it is hoped that the special qualities of each version 

are acknowledged based on the previous discussions in this paper.  

 It is safe to claim that no research is perfectly well-rounded. For the main 
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purpose of this research is to conduct a more comprehensive comparison of the five 

English versions of Xiyouji, many details of each individual version may have been 

neglected in some way. Focusing comparisons and analyses on the strategies and 

techniques involved in translating only five out of the 750 or more texts in verse is 

like trying to see the world through a pair of binoculars. But hopefully the drawback 

is compensated in some way by the inclusion of further examples of each version in 

their respective sections in chapter two. When more studies comparing and 

analyzing different aspects of Xiyouji in these five English versions are carried out in 

the future, more pieces of the puzzle can be put in place and a more complete 

perspective may be presented.  

The amazing story of Xiyouji spread from China to Japan and many other parts 

of the world via translation, and the English versions have played a crucial role in this 

process. The novel is a timeless masterpiece and its translations in various forms are 

well worth studying. On April, 29, 2017, BBC News did a special report with the title 

of Journey to the West: the endlessly remade Chinese folk tale. It is reported that a 

new big-budget Monkey series for Netflix is being produced in Australia and New 

Zealand, new games and animations are enriched with characters from Xiyouji, and 

stories from the novel are retold again and again in movies. Xiyouji continues to be 

translated in more ways Xuanzang and Wu Cheng’en could have possibly imagined. 
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Appendix 

 

Appendix i: Table of Content of David Kherdian’s Monkey – a Journey to the West: 

Chapter 1: Stone Monkey King 

Chapter 2: The Search for Immortality 

Chapter 3: Demon King of Havoc 

Chapter 4: Monkey’s Iron Cudgel 

Chapter 5: A Messenger from Heaven 

Chapter 6: In the Cloud Palace of the Jade Emperor 

Chapter 7: Immortality Peaches and Golden Elixirs 

Chapter 8: Monkey Goes Too Far 

Chapter 9: In the Buddha’s Palm 

Chapter 10: Kuan-yin’s Search for a Pilgrim 

Chapter 11: The Journey to the West 

Chapter 12: Tripitaka Takes a Disciple 

Chapter 13: The Cap of Discipline 

Chapter 14: Riding the Dragon 

Chapter 15: Pigsy and the Dragon of the River of Flowing Sands 

Chapter 16: Flaming Mountain and the Iron Fan 

Chapter 17: Fanning the Fire 

Chapter 18: The Bull Demon’s Wife 

Chapter 19: Bull Demon Wins the Day 

Chapter 20: Putting Out the Fire 

Chapter 21: The Path Behind the Temple and the Bottomless Boat 

Chapter 22: The Last Calamity 

Chapter 23: The Western Paradise 
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Appendix ii: Research Papers on the English Translations of Xiyouji published in China 

(Li, p38) 

 

 

 

Appendix iii: Classifications of Published Research Papers on the English Translations 

of Xiyouji in China (Li, p38) 

 

 

 


